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The Inside Line

n a couple of short months, I’ll be
40. Granted, that may not seem so
old (I know I don’t think it’s so old
any more!), but I do think that I’ve
come to realize that life is too short not
to enjoy an MG every day.
I didn’t come to this realization
until my buddy Bill Fox called me with
an offer I couldn’t refuse. In order to
clear some space in his garage after he
bought an Austin America to go along
with his recently completed MG 1100,
he needed to part with the GT.
When I decided to buy it, my first
thought was to turn it into my endurance rally car; but my wife said, “If
you get it, you drive it – every day!”
So in truth, this is what actually brought me to my “realization.”
Thanks, Sweetheart! Wish me luck
because it’s been about 10 years since
I last used a MGB as my daily and I
think I may be in for a few surprises.
However, I do know that my Nissan wasn’t as fun as I thought it would
be, so, I figured – I might as well go
with something I do know will give me
fun.
Now for something you might
actually care about: if you look up,
you’ll notice that my ugly mug is looking back at you in full Technicolor.
That’s right, this is the very first ALL
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color MGB Driver that you are holding
in your hands.
Now you’ll get to see all the beautiful cars that are usually in black and
white in the glorious color they were
meant to be seen.
If this went well and the price is
right with the printer, you might start
seeing this several times a year. And if
membership continues to grow, maybe
every single issue.
If that’s not incentive enough to
get you to talk anyone you know with
an MGB, Midget, or MG 1100/1300
into joining the best group of people I
know – members of the North American MGB Register – then I don’t know
what will!
Robert
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ell, it’s deadline time again….
Our editor, Robert Rushing,
has e-mailed me the equivalent of the two-minute warning in
football to let me know my article for
the March / April issue of the MGB
Driver is due in one week.
Meanwhile, I am sitting in the San
Diego airport, wracking my brain, trying to decide what to write about. It’s
not due to a lack of subjects, far from
it; the North American MGB Register
has an abundance of news and events
to talk about for the fast approaching
driving season.
This issue of the Driver marks a
milestone in the history of NAMGBR.
In addition to being the first color issue
of 2007, this is the first all-color issue
for what we hope is just one of many
in the years to come. We hope an increase in new members combined with
an already enthusiastic membership
base will allow us to take one of the
biggest steps in our organization’s history – full-time publishing of the MGB
Driver in color (if all works out with
this issue, both technically and financially). Thanks to both the members
of NAMGBR and our group of loyal
advertisers for making this achievement possible.
You’ll notice in this issue that the
North American MGA Register and
NAMGBR have combined forces and
produced a co-op advertisement to
promote the upcoming MG 2007 and
GT 32 events that are occurring on
consecutive weeks this July. In addition
to appearing in the Driver, this ad will
also appear in MGA! magazine, plus in
the monthly newsletters of a number
of NAMGBR and NAMGAR chapters
around the U.S. and Canada.
The ad, created by our own
Charles de Bourbon, is the first such
venture between our two organizations. If you have not made plans yet,
here is a golden opportunity to attend
two great MG events and enjoy a
beautiful drive along the Pacific coast.
Early reports tell us a number of MGA
MGB DRIVER
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owners will be joining us at MG 2007
on their journey north to Whistler,
British Columbia.
Speaking of MG 2007, registration
and hotel reservations are starting to
build as we anticipate our annual convention for this year. We are working
in conjunction with the MG Owners
Club of Northern California, and this
event promises to be one of the most
scenic events in our club’s history. My
reservations are set and I can’t wait to
return to the Sonoma Valley this July.
Well, they are starting to board
my plane and I will be on my way
back home shortly. The upcoming
driving season promises to be a very
exciting, so get in the garage, make
those repairs and let’s enjoy the ride.
B Positive

Bruce

Midget Project Car by Classic Motorsports.



Vice Chairman’s Notes

From the Secretary

ow, what a winter. Here on
the east coast we have had a
very unusually warm winter. I
actually had my Midget out in January with the top down on one of our
70-degree days.
Richard
As I write this, my thoughts are
Liddick
turning to summer and MG 2007 in
Vice chairman
sunny California. I have booked my
NAMGBR
flight and rental car, 3,000 miles being
a bit too far for me to drive one of my
people who have been working hard
MGs. This event is promising to be one
to organize the 16th Annual North
of the biggest NAMGBR gatherings
American MGB Register Convention,
ever held on the west coast. I highly
and they are excited, enthusiastic, and
recommend you check out the website
looking forward to welcoming us to
at www.mg2007.org and plan on attheir part of the country.
tending.
In closing, I would like to remind
The MG Owners Club of Northyou that we have a new mailing adern California along with The Sorry
dress. I would also like to remind the
Safari Touring Society, The North Bay
local chapter newsletter editors that
British Car Club, and The Sacramento
we ask you to run our membership inValley MG Car Club are preparing an
adventure in California’s wine country formation in your publications. Please
contact me and I will e-mail the upthat is shaping up to make MG 2007 a
dated artwork for your newsletters or if
great vintage and a year to remember.
you have any other questions concernHaving attended the Annual General
ing your status as a local chapter I will
Meeting there in October last year, I
be more than glad to assist you.
got a first-hand look at the facilities.
The surrounding area is fantastic,
Safety Fast!
Richard
I had a chance to meet some of the

o you have any idea how hard
it is to sit down at the computer
in January, when it’s 16 degrees
outside, and try to work up a high
degree of enthusiasm about all the fun
we’re going to have next summer at
MG 2007? I had to leave my kitchen
faucet dripping last night just to keep
the pipes from freezing. Well, could
be worse. I could be in Denver! Right,
Alan?
OK, I’ve put on another sweater,
so on to business. The Register had one
of the best years ever in 2006. As you
should be able to tell from last issue’s
Annual General Meeting reports,
membership is up, revenues are up
– Life is good!
So good, in fact, that we’re plowing some of our success back into
improving the MGB Driver as a benefit
to our members. Have you noticed yet
how colorful this issue is? No? Well,
take a second and thumb through the
rest of the issue. I’ll wait right here
until you get back… Notice how there
are color pictures and images through
out the entire newsletter? Welcome to
our new, FULL (not just 16 pages in the
center) color issue! Now, this is something to get excited about!
We trust you will all approve.
This full color issue has been
made possible by the very successful year we just had and our recent
change in printers. We’re hoping all
goes well and we’ll be able to continue
with these colorful improvements.

W

Get the first 5 Years
of the MGB Driver
on 1 CD!

D

Jerome Roseberger
Secretary
NAMGBR
I’ll keep it short this issue. I am 24
hours past the deadline, but I want to
draw your attention to one more thing.
The Register is now offering a CD
containing some of our early editions
of the MGB Driver. These early issues
are in Adobe Acrobat PDF format, so
they are viewable on Windows, Mac,
and for you true Geeks, Linux-based
computers.
These 30 issues of the MGB Driver,
from 1991 to 1996, are chock full of
octagonal goodness and a must-have
for the true MGB enthusiast! And what
they lack in color (“colour” for the
spelling impaired, which includes me),
they more than make up for in historical and technical content. So check
it out! Look for the ad on Page 6 for
information on how to get it.
Well, I’ve BS’ed enough for now,
beside my toes are getting cold, so I’m
going to go get an extra pair of socks.
Just remember when you’re planning
for that trip to Sonoma in July, leave
enough room in the boot for a case of
Zinfandel! Yum!

Jerome

These 1991-1996 issues, many of which are no longer available in
print, contain valuable and informative technical articles. Articles
by MG authorities like Bob Mason and John Twist and other MGB
experts as well as our own member amateurs.
Included are historical articles by David Knowles, Wilson McComb,
and Ken Smith. Plus all the original serialized version of “Aspects of
Abingdon.”.Enjoy the quizzes, trivia, humor, restoration information
and all the other entertaining and informative advice you can’t get
anywhere else! In PDF format, for Mac or PC.
Send credit card numbers with
expiration date or checks payable
to:

NAMGBR - Back Issue CD
PO Box 55
Whittington, IL 62897-0055



Only $15
for NAMGBR members
$30 for non-members.

Includes shipping US & Canada only.
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Rick Brown MGA keeping company with Peter Thornley MGB-GT.
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o, here we are on the way to yet
another MG season of events, and
already excitement and anticipation are building for MG 2007 in Sonoma. Several members have written
to say they will be there, among them,
Dale Nelson from Oregon who purMarcham
chased a 1967 MGB/GT down in San
Rhoade
Diego and then had the misfortune to
MGB Registrar
have problems while driving it back
up north. He was stuck about 10 miles
original jack, all the documentation,
south of Goleta and someone said to
chrome door and window handles and
get it to Moss Motors – they’ll sort it
even the AMCO badge bar. GHD3/L
out! This he did, and the whole of the
100930 is one of the earliest Specials
Moss technical staff turned out to aswe have on the database. A full ressist, but try as they might the problem
toration is being considered and we’ll
kept recurring. The car would run fine
help Lisa all we can in bringing this
for maybe half a mile, and then just
MGB back to life after a quarter of a
quit.
century!
Eventually, the car was taken to
Clark Motors in Santa Barbara where
an inspection with the head removed
revealed that a couple of valves were
stuck tight in the guides. Later, Dale
flew down to Santa Barbara and
retrieved the car, and I recently had
a note from him to tell me that it was
now running just fine – or to quote his
mechanic – “as an MGB should run.”
Dale and his wife, Nancy, will be joining us at MG 2007.
By the way, Clark Volmar at Clark
Motors is highly recommended. After
all, he has worked on my MGBs for 11
years on tasks I am unable (or unwill- Basil McLaren’s Riviera Silver Blue MGB.
ing!) to perform myself, including
Speaking of Mineral Blue, Basil
swapping an overdrive gearbox!
McLaren wrote his 1967 MGB was
We also heard from Lawrence Cor- originally Mineral Blue (paint code #
deiro Sr. who registered a 1974 Glacier
BU9) but it is now Riviera Light Silver
White MGB which was a “PED” car
Blue Metallic (#BU 47) the nearest
(Personal Export Delivery) and which
match he could achieve.
was picked up straight from the MG
We also had correspondence with
factory.
Ralph Oxbrow, who has exported his
Lisa Buchanan was given a 1967
1973 MGB to England from Maine.
MGB/GT Special which has been stored However, the UK licensing authorities
in a barn for 25 years! Originally
(DVLA) insisted that the car was a
Mineral Blue, it is now a mucky shade
1974 model because it was titled like
of Burgundy. Lisa has the original
this in the USA! Therefore, they would
invoices which show the car new was
not issue Ralph with the required
$3456.48 and purchased in NovemEnglish registration appropriate to a
ber 1966 from a Lawndale, Calif.,
1973 MGB. However the DVLA said if
dealer. Almost everything is there, the
the NAMGBR would send a letter stat-
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ing that this vehicle was in fact, a 1973
model but not registered until 1974,
they would accept our opinion and
issue the required registration. This we
have done, and hope that by the time
you read this Ralph and Ann’s car is
legal on the English roads!
A recent general clean up of the
database revealed that we are approaching the 3,000th MGB to be
registered with the NAMGBR and we
would like to mark the occasion with
a special gift to the registrant who is
Numero 3,000! So register your MGB
now, and you could be the lucky one.
Go to the website and click on “Register
your MGB” – complete the details and
submit. That e-mail comes straight to
me OR send me your mailing address
and I’ll send you a simple form to
complete. If you have not already done
so DO IT NOW!
Incidentally, the latest register
figures show 299 Limited Edition MGBs
and 125 MGB/GT Specials, in among
the 2,900 other MGBs listed.
A couple of members have suggested that we might produce an occasional newsletter exclusively for the
Limited Edition enthusiasts, as space
is sometimes at a premium in the MGB
Driver to spread all the news. Drop me
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a line giving your opinion and we’ll
see what develops: kensca@ cox.net.
Here are the latest registrations:

James Flynn........................................1980 MGB
Ken Gittings.....................1967 MGB/GT Special
Lawrence Faulkner....1980 MGB Limited Edition
Robert Milner........................................ 1967 MGB/GT,
.........................................1969 MGB/GT, 1965 MGB
Lawrence Cordeiro....................... 1974 MGB/GT
Lisa Buchanan.................1967 MGB/GT Special
Basil & Ann McLaren..........................1967 MGB
Bengt Lydell........................................ 1979 MGB
Terry Jones......................................... 1973 MGB
James Moon.......................................1967 MGB
Davud Van Wyck............1974 MGB, 1976 MGB,
....................................... 1977 MGB, 1979 MGB
John Fraca..........................................1980 MGB
Leslie Stafford.....................................1980 MGB
Dennis Hosier...............................1973 MGB/GT
Dennis Flancher.................................. 1971 MGB
Robert Gloyd.................. 1966 MGB, 1973 MGB,
.....................................................1966 MGB/GT
Howard Beckner................................. 1978 MGB
Remco Van Vogt... 1969 MGB/GT (Netherlands)
Ken & Connie Miller............................1966 MGB
Dennis Flancher.................................. 1971 MGB
Henry Salmaggi.................................. 1977 MGB
Bill Reece............................................1966 MGB
Douglas Thompson.....1962 MGB (August 1962)
Brad Richardson..............1972 MGB, 1974 MGB
Happy MGB’ing!

Marcham



Letters to the Editor
Dear MGB Driver,

Please send me the new CD which
includes MGB Drivers from 1991-1996. My
check for $15 is enclosed.
Hopefully you will put more back
issues on CD. I have nearly all back issues
– they include timeless, valuable information. I started with my first MGB (1963
model) in 1967. Sold it and regretted it. I
bought my current MGB new in 1976. It’s
been modified such that it runs better than
new and I use it as a daily driver. Anyway
the MGB Driver has information at your
fingertips that requires years to learn on
your own! Keep up the good work!!
Sincerely, Don Warren
La Grande, Oregon

Thanks, Don!

To answer your question, we plan on
releasing Disk #2 in June covering
1997-2001 and Disk #3 in December
covering 2001-2006. I can’t praise
these compact disks enough. They are
much handier to store than all those
issues and they make it a whole lot
easier to find information. Granted,
it’s nice to hold an actual copy in your
hands and to keep for your collection,
but if you don’t have those issues or if
you want to find something fast, these
disks are unbeatable!

miles to the west of us. On a sadder note,
Butch Phillips of British Automotive in Fort
Lauderdale passed away several weeks
ago. Butch was Mr. MG Mechanic First
Class in our area. He freely gave of his
advice on any MG problem that anyone
encountered. Very fair pricing on any work
he performed.
Also, please delete the listing in your
Where 2 ‘B section for our car show. The
Feb. 19 date had to be scrubbed due to
conditions beyond our control. We are now
aiming for the show on April 15 at a new
venue. You will be kept informed.
Safety Fast, Lloyd Powell
GCBSCC NAMGBR Chapter Affiliate

Thanks, Lloyd!

Receiving your copy of the MGB
Driver after your compatriots is the
most common problem that gets
reported to me. To control costs (so we
don’t have to raise dues), we use bulk
mail to send out each issue. Unfortunately, bulk mail can be pretty flaky.

Hi Robert,

I heard from two members of our car
club congratulating me on the publication
of my article on our trip to Gatlinburg this
past June. Also they noted my letter to you
about an article that was very interesting to me on the importation of a vehicle.
This did happen and “Sir Harley of Burm”
a.k.a. my 1979 Austin Vintage Taxi, arrived Labor Day weekend. It pays to read
the MGB Driver cover to cover!
I can’t quite figure out how they
received their copy of MGB Driver before
I did, but mine showed up in my P.O. box
today. I don’t remember anyone specifically taking my picture, but you managed
to get a copy. One correction to the article
byline is that I belong to the “Gold” Coast
British Sports Car Club, not the “Gulf”
Coast, which, incidentally is 100-plus

10
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Lloyd Powell, Gold Coast British Sports
Car Club, as shown here in his club shirt.
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I have received my personal copy as
early as two weeks before others in my
area and as late as three weeks after
everyone else around St Louis. I have
a theory about the workings of bulk
mail that involves moon cycles, PEZ
dispensers, and chunky peanut butter;
but no one at the post office will listen
to me about it.
Seriously though, our issues come
out as Jan/Feb, Mar/Apr, May/Jun,
Jul/Aug, Sep/Oct, and Nov/Dec; if a
member has not received their copy by
the second month that the issue covers,
please e-mail the secretary and myself
immediately.
The following is a great e-mail
exchange that took place between
Robin Smith and John Reed about an
MGB they have had to honor of owning. I wanted to include it here because
I think this is a perfect example of why
MG people are my favorite people.
A big “thanks” to Robin and John
for including me in this exchange!

Robert,

I am writing in response to the Letter
to the Editor from John Reed in the November/December 2006 issue of the MGB
Driver. I have been a member of NAMGBR
since July and have really enjoyed reading
the articles and gaining a better perspective on the world of MGB owners.
As I read John’s letter, I became particularly intrigued when he used Mountjoy’s Autoshop and fire-engine red paint
in the same sentence. Reading on to find
that he had sold his 1973 MGB, I knew I
was on the receiving end of this wonderful car and that hopefully I could find out
more of the vehicle’s history if I could get
in touch with Mr. Reed. I was wondering
if you could forward this email to him and
ask that he email me directly if he is willing to share additional history of the car.
When I was a junior in high school
some 20 years ago, my father and I were
looking for cars at a lot in Topeka, Kansas. It was there that I fell in love with a
green/tan 1979 MG – it even had a roll bar
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installed to meet my father’s safety requirements. Silly me, I thought it would be a
perfect car for me to drive to school/work.
My father saw it as unreliable, expensive
to repair, and impractical. We revisited
the lot what seemed to be 100 times and
while I am sure there was a father’s lesson
in there somewhere, it created tremendous
frustration for me. Then on our last visit
to the car lot, the MG was gone.
It was a pure case of being in the
right place at the right time some 20 years
later when I spotted Little Red Car – “LRC”
– on the side of the road one Friday night
in June on my drive home from work. I
caught a quick glance of the vehicle (“Oh,
it couldn’t be”) and by the time I was
home five minutes later, I had convinced
my husband and two kids to come look
at the car with me. My husband was
unaware of my high school disappointment, but quickly realized this was not a
joking matter. By the following afternoon,
in the middle of my son’s 4th birthday, a
neighborhood gathering, and nearly catching the kitchen on fire cooking chicken,
LRC was ours.
While it is certainly the most illogical and impractical purchase I have ever
made in my life, it was worth every penny!
I did gloat a bit when I showed my father
the registration, then he quickly recalled
our trips to look at the 1979 MG together
(it also made me realize that he knew how
badly I wanted that vehicle). We have had
a tremendous amount of fun driving the
car since June and as a new MGB owner, it
is clear to me that every MGB has a story
to tell. I would just like to know a little
more about mine.
Thank you for your time and for any
assistance in passing the information
along. — Robin Smith, Crofton, MD
John’s first reply:

Good morning, Robin,

I received your e-mail this morning,
forwarded to me by Robert Rushing, the
editor of MGB Driver magazine. I wish
I had more to tell than my letter to the
editor revealed in the Nov/Dec 2006 issue
of MGB Driver, but there is little else I
MGB DRIVER
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know. I had not seen that my letter was
published, by the way, until your e-mail
brought it to my attention. I have been so
busy that I had not yet had an opportunity
to read the entire issue when it came in the
mail as I usually do, and I hadn’t gotten
back to it yet when your e-mail pointed out
my letter. Thank you!
I am delighted to find out that you
are the proud owner of the LRC! Did you
purchase it from Mountjoy’s Autoshop in
Hyattsville, Md.? Anyway, I drove it daily
to and from work for about five years,
alternating days with my Burgundy 1973
MGB, ever since I had Mountjoy’s Autoshop restore it. They repainted it and
replaced all of the rubber hoses and belts,
and we also put a new “Sunfast” canvas
convertible top on the car. They did a
superb job, as they always do on all of the
work they perform!
I am now driving my Burgundy 1973
MGB to and from work daily in the LRC’s
place, and I am enjoying every minute of
it! Actually, when I was given the LRC
MGB to restore about six years ago, it
had already been sitting under a tarp in a
friend’s driveway for several years. When
he bought a new truck, my friend’s wife
advised him that either the old truck or the
MG had to go and she advised him to give
the MG to me, knowing that I had restored
one and would probably do so again. He
called me and I agreed, pretty much sightunseen. That was a bit of a mistake, as I
found out later on.
Prior to that, the MGB was sitting under a tarp at another friend’s business for
several years. He had accepted it as payment for repairs on another car and had
always intended to restore it when he had
the time. Well, he never got the time.  He
needed some air conditioning repairs done
on his business, and our other mutual
friend was in the HVAC business.  The first
friend agreed to accept the MGB as payment, and received it upon completion of
the repairs. He also intended to restore the
car, but never got the time.
Knowing that I didn’t have either the
time or the shop facilities to fully restore
another MGB, I had the car towed directly
to Mountjoy’s Autoshop. The folks there
are experts on British sports cars and had
been working on my Burgundy MGB for
MGB DRIVER
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years whenever it needed repairs. Once
they got the tarp off of the car, they called
me with the bad news – although it would
be good for parts, the car was NOT a good
candidate for restoration. It had been
under a tarp far too long and the interior
had mostly disintegrated over the years.
The body was also badly rusted out, as
were the floorboards. But the engine and
drive train were fine. Mountjoy’s offered
me another MGB in its place that was a
great candidate for restoration – the LRC.
I agreed and asked them to fully restore
my second 1973 MGB, which they did.
The car had been owned by another MGB
enthusiast who developed back problems,
I believe, and could no longer drive an
MG comfortably. So he reluctantly agreed
to have Mountjoy’s sell it to me in place
of the hulk I had brought in for restoration. Mountjoy’s Autoshop spent the next
several months restoring it into the LRC
that it is today!
Since Mountjoy’s keeps VERY meticulous records on their restorations and
repairs, I’m sure they can tell you more
about the LRC and its former owner. They
may even be able to put you in touch with
him to get “the rest of the story,” as Paul
Harvey says. I hope this has helped in
some way to put the pieces of the history of
the LRC together for you, and I hope you
continue to thoroughly enjoy driving it!!
Best regards, —John Reed

John,

Thank you so much for all of the
information! Here’s some new info:
- sold to Mountjoy’s (here comes the
new info for you)
- New/rebuilt 32K mile engine
- New transmission (now a 4 speed)
- Sold to Robin on 6/4/06
- New headlight
And as of this week... new water
pump, new hydraulic seals on clutch, new
console lights, heater core, and a new
latch for the glove box. UGH! I limped in
to City Imports in Glen Burnie last Saturday – I couldn’t even make it to Mountjoy’s
without towing.
Yes, I did buy LRC from Mountjoy’s
and Judy has been great. One of the folks
from Mountjoy’s drove it home to Crofton
on a Friday afternoon and parked it out
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Letters to the Editor

Robin Smith’s Little Red Car, pristine and sitting pretty.
front of his house on 97 to see if it generated any interest. If not, they were taking it
to a car show on Sunday.  It never made it
to the car show. I didn’t realize LRC came
from Mountjoy’s to you and then back
again. I will get some additional history
from Mountjoy’s. I’ve attached a photo
from the summer in case you miss her :-)
Thanks again for sharing all of the
stories and good luck with your Burgundy
MGB! —Robin

Robin,

I know it is probably too late on the
glove box latch, but the retaining ring that
is mounted inside the glove box occasionally vibrates loose and then moves in a bit
so the door to the glove box won’t close. I
used to just pull the ring out a bit and then
the door would catch. Guess I should have
tightened it before turning the car over to
Mountjoy’s, but at the time I was worried
about the fuel pump and engine more
than the glove box latch.
Just so you are aware, most tow
drivers know nothing about MGBs, so
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they put their hold-down hooks over the
axle and tighten them to hold the car in
place on the bed of the truck. This almost
always crushes the brake lines that run
along the top of the axle, and a new set
of lines is expensive. They also tend to
put the chains to the hold-downs too far
away from the front and rear of the MGB
and when they are tightened they tend to
damage the bottom edge of the bumpers,
requiring replacement. The bumpers
aren’t cheap either. So you need to take an
active role in watching what the tow driver
does whenever you need a tow. I only had
to do that twice with my Burgundy MGB
and once with the LRC, but it is important
to remember. Some of the tow companies
won’t cover the repair, or at least try to get
out of it, saying the damage was already
there or it’s not their fault. I just wanted
to make sure you knew about that. The
first time it happened, the tow driver said
he knew all about it and still ruined the
brake lines and damaged the rear bumper.
I never just let them hook up one of my
MGBs again!
MGB DRIVER
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Sorry you had to get so much work
done on the LRC, but I’m sure it will be
worth it to you in the long run. After all,
we MGB enthusiasts don’t have an MGB
because it is the most cost-effective vehicle
we could own, but rather because it is so
much fun to drive! It does get great gas
mileage, but other then that, it needs a
bit of tender loving care to keep it in the
best running condition. Occasionally that
requires some money, particularly if we
can’t do the maintenance ourselves. But
the more often it is driven, the better the
MGB does, and the maintenance costs go
down as a result, believe it or not!
Thanks again for your note, and
judging from the photo, I know you are
thoroughly enjoying your LRC! I know it
will cost you nearly $2,000 (my rough estimate only) to change the transmission to
a four-speed with electric overdrive making
it effectively a five-speed transmission, but
that move will save you on gas and will
lower the RPMs of the motor when you are
driving at highway speeds, so the motor
will last longer. You might want to check
with Mountjoy’s on availability of a transmission with overdrive and the current
cost. Just a thoughtTake care, —John
And finally…

John,

You are just full of good information!
Mountjoy’s adjusted the glove box latch
and a couple of other small items when I
bought the car but the latch just wouldn’t
hold – so no worries there, just uncomfortable for the passenger until fixed.
Thanks for the info about towing and
also the conversion to 5-speed. Towing
sounds like a real challenge I would rather
not partake in, but I am sure that day
will come. I got really lucky last weekend
going up to City Imports in Glen Burnie.
Brad Taylor owns the shop and when I
mentioned Mountjoy’s, he commented that
he was a good friend of Tim Mountjoy’s
before he passed, so I’ve been reading a
bit about Mountjoy’s history and Scorpion
racing. Brad took the car in on Saturday,
diagnosed all the items by Tuesday, and
the car was ready on Thursday – which
I thought was excellent turn around and
the prices are about what I would have
expected. Not sure of his reputation in the
MGB DRIVER
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MG world, but I had a pretty good experience if you are ever up that way. I would
like to take it back to Mountjoy’s but it a
tough drive for us and requires me to take
off work as they aren’t open on Saturdays
in the winter. Looks like new rear tires will
be the first expense in the spring.
I consider myself a “novice” enthusiast at this point but I am trying to learn as
much as I can as quickly as I can so I can
keep the car running and in good shape.
I’ve never owned anything “historical” in
my life, so every day is a new experience
with LRC. It’s such a fabulous car I will do
just about anything to keep it going. My
two sons (5 and 4) are already enthusiasts
and one of them usually rides with me or
my husband on the weekends. They get
a real thrill when we drive through the
“forest” near our house...in the summer
evenings with the top down they can hear
all of the bugs, birds, etc.
Thanks again for all your help! —Robin

Dear Robert,

I had advised you in an earlier e-mail
that the Feb 19 GCBSCC 15th Annual
British Classic had to be cancelled through
no fault of the club. I realize that the error as published in “Where 2 B” cannot
be changed and the club is working on
an alternate date and location. We will
contact you as soon as this information is
available. Hopefully in time to meet your
publishing deadline.
I also noted that the new address for
NAMGBR has not been corrected on the
Registrars page, which still indicates the
Eaton Rapids, Mich. address (minor thing
I know).
The latest issue in color is great!
Lloyd Powell, Pres —GCBSCC
NAMGBR Liaison

Lloyd

I’m really sorry about that, I had
filed your e-mail under the wrong
folder for the issue so missed it – major goof! Hopefully you guys will be
able to get your event worked out and
rescheduled. Please let me know when
it’s on again and we’ll list it in “Where
2 B”. — Robert
P.S. – Thanks for spotting that address error!

Robert
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MG 2007
July 16-20
Sonoma Wine
Country
California
Tour through California exquisite

wine country, experience Redwood
Canyon, cruise Muir Woods, up
the Pacific Coast, and down San
Francisco hills to the Golden Gate
Bridge. This is more than a MG car
show, it is a destination for vistas,
culture, MG touring, and making
friends.
Go! www.MG2007.org
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July 23-27
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75 miles north of Vancouver is MG

God Country. Like no other place,
you and your MG will never feel
more alive. Twisty mountain roads
with eye popping vistas that only
the Canadian Rockies can deliver.
The place you’ll remember for the
rest of your life. All British marques
and non-NAMGAR members welcome! www.gt32.com
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How Much of Sonoma and
Napa Counties Can You
See in Three Days?
By Dan Shockey, MG Owners Club
of Northern California

T

he MG enthusiasts of Northern
California are excited about all
the folks coming out for the MG
2007 event in July. The San Francisco
Bay Area is made up of a triangle of
large cities around the San Francisco
and San Pablo Bays.
San Francisco, called “The City”
not “Frisco,” is on the west near the
ocean and the Golden Gate passage to
the Pacific. Across the Bay from San
Francisco is Oakland, a work-a-day industrial city with beautiful views and
civic pride. To the south are San Jose
and the high-tech, upwardly-mobile
Silicon Valley. In between are many
towns and smaller cities famous in
their own rights, such as Palo Alto and
Berkeley. There are no large cities but
MGB DRIVER
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many historic and interesting towns in
the in the North Bay wine country.
The wine country is historically
centered in the Napa and Sonoma Valleys about 30 miles north of the Bay.
These two valleys run roughly north
and south, separated by a line of hills,
with great sports car roads. Locals
sometimes refer to the combined area
as “So-Napa-Noma.” The wine country
has expanded well beyond those two
valleys, and into many other areas of
California. Of particular interest to
MG 2007, the wine areas west of the
city of Sonoma, in Sonoma County,
are less crowded, less pricey, are nearer
the coast and redwoods, and offer
more moderate temperatures in July.
We had a GOF West in Napa a few
years ago when temperatures exceeded
100-degrees each day. By basing our
event well further toward the ocean,
we expect typical highs around 85 degrees. The days generally start with fog
extending inland so be sure to bring
warm clothing. Visitors don’t expect to
freeze visiting Northern California in
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Strange Tales
from Bob & Marie’s Garage
Photos provided by Bob and Marie Sherman

July so it may seem strange to devote
room in your MG to warm coats, hats,
and gloves. Perhaps you can wait and
buy souvenir warm clothing when
you reach the area. We will hope for
some clear, warm weather at the coast
that week, but the tradeoff is warmer
weather inland.
The organizers have several fun
and interesting tours planned for MG
2007. There are a remarkable number of wonderful places to visit in the
wine country connected by uncrowded
sports car roads. The North Bay British Car Club is helping plan and lead
these tours. In the last issue of the
Driver, we told you about our plans
for a day-long trip to Mendocino and
back. We expect that may be too much
additional driving for some folks, so
we have other exciting tours planned
as well.
In particular, the rugged area
north of the Golden Gate is appealing
with its whole-area views from Mount
Tamalpais, its cool redwood forests,
Highway 1 hugging the coast, and
even British pubs (one of which was
brought over from England). However,
the tours through the Napa and Sonoma Valleys and adjoining hills are
also particularly appealing. There are
many historical sites as well as wineries to visit and more photo opps that

you can snap. Sonoma also has one
of the beautiful California missions.
Sports cars and NASCAR run the scenic Infineon Raceway at Sears Point.
“Part of what makes this such a
great road trip is that you come across
so much that’s worth pulling over
for. If you like to eat (I do) there is no
shortage of fantastic places. If you like
to shop (my girlfriend does) there are
plenty of cool stores. If you want to
be fascinated (who doesn’t?) there are
museums, historic sites, galleries, all
kinds of stuff. Around every corner you
see something worthy of a postcard.”
(Quote taken from an ad produced by Sonoma County and placed in Via, the AAA
magazine. See sonomacounty.com.)
Since the annual meet of the
North American MGA Register, GT32, is the week following MG 2007 in
British Columbia, many registrants
are planning to make the drive north
through California and the Pacific
Northwest. Friday morning through
Monday evening should allow plenty
of time to enjoy this trip. The combination of the two national meets separated by such a beautiful drive, offers sensory overload for the MG enthusiast.
Having made this trip in my MGA,
I highly recommend it for those who
can’t get enough scenic MG touring.
Let us show you why we never tire
of driving the Sonoma and Napa wine
country.

Bob & Marie Sherman

Hill Climbs
By Bob & Marie Sherman, Willamette
MG Club & Canadian Classic MG Club

C

onsiderable garage time this
year has been spent on not-sostrange tasks. These involved
preparing and maintaining the MGB
to compete in the entire 2006 Northwest Hillclimb Association’s calendar
of five sanctioned racing events.
For years, we’ve attended numerous British car shows and we’ve met
many wonderful people; but the events
we enjoyed the most included an autocross or slalom race. Competition has
always been part of the MG heritage.
We gave some thought to making the
leap to road racing, such as at Portland (Oregon) International Raceway,
but at this point the financial and
space requirements aren’t quite in
place. Still, we wanted to take a step
beyond autocrosses. The competitive
hill climb came to our attention.
What started all of this? A couple
years ago, Willamette MG Club “Tribal
Elder” (*see footnote) Dave Brunkal told
us that the Willamette Motor Club
(no relation to Willamette MG Club)
MGB DRIVER
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puts on an entire season of autocross
events. Both of us enjoy racing the
MGB (and competing against each
other) and did several of these. Then,
the Tribal Elder one day said: “Say,
WMC puts on the Bible Creek Hill
Climb Race. It’s 2005 and about time
you two entered. It’s in August. You’d
have fun!”
As we came to find out, Bible
Creek is the most challenging (in our
opinion) of the NW Hillclimb Association series. It is a difficult 2.2-mile
paved course encompassing 18 turns,
none of which are similar. There are
also severe “exposures.” For those of
you unfamiliar with the term, “exposure,” it means that there is a significant hazard and if you fall off the
road, you better remember to pray! At
an autocross/slalom, a mistake incurs
tipping over cones and time penalties.
Make a significant mistake on a hill
climb, and you could crumple your car
into a tin wad, to say nothing of what
you could do to yourself. Anyway, we
completed Bible Creek and we were
hooked!
To enter a hill climb race, one
must have strong autocross/slalom
experience. It is NOT a race for first
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Strange Tales

ibility. “Drive what you see.” The host
hotel is near the hill climb site. Event
Chairs Wilke and Marcy Myers do a
great job of making newcomers feel
welcome. Elevation at the starting line
is approximately 2,400 feet and the
finish line is at about 3,000 feet. This
is a perfect hill for your first hill climb.
But, remember to bring your “EZ Up,”
for without it, you have no shade.

MGB DRIVER
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lamina, Ore. After a half-hour drive
up into the hills from the sawmill
town of Willamina, one finds Bible
Creek Road. In our opinion, this is
the most challenging and technical
course. This year Emilee & Steve Newby took over organization of the event,
doing a fine job! The start is at 600
feet elevation and the finish line is at
1,500 feet. There are eighteen turns in
this 2.2-mile course. None of these are
alike. There are hairpins, off camber,
sweepers, declining radius, etc. The
two worst exposures are well marked.
But, there are many others that you
just don’t think too much about. I was
working the “Bermuda Triangle” corner last year (imagine how the name
was attached) and saw a VW Rabbit
go straight off at the apex. Two loud
cracks, like rifle shots, indicated he hit
two trees. Good thing. Trees are your
friends on this course. They save you
from taking an airborne adventure
that could carry you several hundred
feet. (The VW driver was fine, but obviously a little shaken.) It seems that at
Bible Creek, there are more instances
of falling off the road than at any
other event. As at Larison Rock, a tour
for newcomers to the hill is offered via
a pickup truck bed.

length, up a road carved into the rim
rock that the city of Billings has not
seen fit to resurface. The surface varies
from patched potholes to bumps to
course pavement. It is challenging and
it is part of the fun. Stage rallyists will
feel very comfortable here! There are
severe exposures but no trees to catch
you. That said, you’d really have to
do something odd to fall off the road
in a hazardous place. The organizers,
Dwight & Kristi Gilliland also offer a
truck tour of the hill. (Each holds the
men’s and women’s records, respectively, for fastest time at Black Otter.)
The future of this event is in question
since Billings plans some road improvements (not including repaving
the race course) that would eradicate
the starting area.
Photos provided by Bob and Marie Sherman
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time competitors. A current helmet is
required and Nomex suits are suggested. The car must pass a rigorous
technical inspection and “open” cars
require at least a serious roll bar and
racing harnesses. Classes are based
on SCCA classes with some additional
ones unique to the Northwest Hillclimb
Association.
Our 2006 Racing Calendar
included all five Northwest Hillclimb
Association events in Oregon, Idaho,
and Montana. Each race was held at
a different site with its own unique
characteristics on paved roads. Our
MG was generally the oldest vehicle
in each event, but there is a great
variety of competitive cars. Examples
include Formula Vee open wheel
racers, Subaru STIs, a Camero powered Datsun 240 Zed, replica Cobras,
Corvettes, BMWs, a Morris Mini, and
tuner Hondas. Our class, FSP, would
include cars such as VW Sciroccos and
Rabbits, and Ford Focii. The events can Staying cool in the queue at Larison Rock.
be summarized as follows:
July 1 & 2: “Larison Rock” near
Oakridge, Ore. This 1.9-mile course
also involves minimal exposures, but
is a step up from Freeze Out. Freeze
Out was high desert; Larison Rock is in
a forest! It is quite a contrast. There are
fourteen corners. Beginning elevation
is 2,200 feet and ending elevation is
3,200 feet. First-time competitors are
offered a tour of the hill via the bed
of a pickup truck. An experienced
competitor gives you suggestions about
how to drive each corner. You might
key in on two or three of the significant corners on which to concentrate.
Some even have the apex marked by
a cone! You can’t master all of them
On course at Freeze Out. Top up in 95° F.
all in your first event. Event organizer
Bonnie Mueller does a superb job! At
June 24 & 25: “Freeze Out” at Emregistration she passed out squirt guns
mett, Idaho. I won’t go into the source
to all, so you can see where this went
of the name, but the 1.65-mile hill
at the Saturday night party! Every
climb weekend is historically the hotcompetitor received a beautiful framed
test at Emmett, with temperatures
photo showing them at speed, with
about ninety-five degrees. A hot car, a
their class standing and time. The
helmet, a Nomex suit: ahhhhhhhhhh
glass was embossed with a diagram of
the pleasures of racing! Exposures at
the course. This event was a good folFreeze Out are minimal. There are no
low-up to Freeze Out.
real surprises and generally good vis-

Aug. 5 & 6: “Bible Creek” near Wil-

Marie taking proper line at Bogus Basin.

Sept. 2 & 3: “Bogus Basin” just north

Bob at the starting line at Black Otter.

Aug. 19 & 20: “Black Otter” in

Billlings, Mont. Right in Billings! Walk
from “Boothill Inn,” the host hotel, to
the starting line. This is a comparatively short course, beginning at about
3,200 feet elevation and 1.1 miles in
MGB DRIVER
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of Boise, Idaho. This was our final
event for the season. To reach the hill
climb area, you have to travel a very
twisty 16-mile road up to the top of
the ski area. (This is a skiing facility in
the winter.) This brings you to Pioneer Condominiums, the host lodging facility. Bring all your eats and
drinks, because there are none there
and you don’t want to travel back
down the hill for your morning coffee.
(I begged some ground coffee from a
fellow competitor who pitied me.) The
starting line is at approximately 6,000
feet elevation and the finish line at
about 6,700 feet! There are serious
exposures, from steep drop offs to rock
walls. However, if you are driving a
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proper line and use all
the skills developed so
far in the season, there
should be no problem.
Wilke and Marcy Myers organized this 1.98mile event, in which
there are eight marked
turns; the first three
are tight hairpins. At
the end of day one you
should have developed
a plan for each corner
for the next day’s
runs. There are not so
many corners that you Tribal Elder Dave Brunkal.
can’t sort them out. As
of needles.
the final event of the
The last proposed event for the
season, this is a great event for pulling
season, at Alta, Wyo., had to be cantogether all you have learned about
celled. It should be a go for 2007. The
yourself and your MG in your first
starting point for this event will be at
season of hill climb racing.
about 8,000 feet! Also, there are plans
Early in this “Strange Tale,” it was
noted that Marie and I tend to compete to add an event near Medford, Ore.
We plan to again complete the entire
with each other. Truth be told, she is a
calendar of NWHCA sanctioned hill
much smoother driver than I and, as
she has become more comfortable with climbs.
In about two years our retirement
her abilities and the speeds, I have
project will be constructing a MGB/GT
had to work very hard to stay ahead of
V8. We think that learning the sport
her times. Sometimes I fail. Here is a
first in a lower powered car is wise.
chart of our best times at each event.
(Some are in total seconds; some are in A full roll cage and a roof over our
heads will result in a feeling of greater
minutes and seconds.)
security!
At Freeze Out and Larison Rock,
we still were having the carburetion
*Footnote: Tribal Elder is a term of reproblems with the MG. (See accompanyspect. Dave was racing 1950s British cars
ing article – Ed.) Once proper needles
when all you did to road race was put a
were fitted, the MG had the power it
number on your doors with masking tape.
should have. This worked well at Bible
This was wheel-to-wheel racing. Roll bars
Creek and at Black Otter, where the
altitudes are not too extreme. However, were not required. The order of the day, if
you were rolling over, was to grab the hand
we did notice that the high altitude at
brake, lean over, hold on and stay tucked
Bogus Basin 6,000-feet plus did create
in! And pray. Dave retired in 1992 and still
a somewhat rich mixture. We’ll deal
competes in autocrosses and hill climbs in
with this next year by bringing along
his 1978 MGB!
proper test equipment and a selection
Hill Climb Event
Freeze Out
Larison Rock
Bible Creek
Black Otter
Bogus Basin
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Bob
202.523
150.049
2:45:533
115.08
233.667

Marie
200.823
160.694
3:03:681
126.033
232.828
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Strange Tales

Strange Tales - Carb problems
from Bob & Marie’s Garage
By Bob & Marie Sherman, Willamette
MG Club & Canadian Classic MG Club

T

his year we’ve been doing the entire schedule of hill climb races on
the Northwest Hillclimb Association calendar. We are set in different
run groups so we both are able to race
at the same meet. Let us tell you, allout racing up a steep hill for a couple
miles, usually with some altitude, will
tend to show any problems any car
may have.
Our MGB roadster seemed like it
was doing fine, until the shift from second gear to third at 6,000-6,500 rpm.
A loss of power was evident. After a bit
the car would work through it; but, we
lost valuable time. We went through
all the usual system checks and did
discover a couple items needing attention. However, we still had the big flat
spot at about 3,500 rpm.
Amongst a few other modifications, the MGB is fitted with 1 3/4”
SU carburetors. The carbs came fitted
with BBW needles. Peter Burgess’ book,
“How to Power Tune MGB Four Cylinder Engines for Road & Track,” suggests BDR needles when using K&N air
filters. The BDR needle is richer. This
is a common suggestion when using
K&N air filters.
So, that’s what we did. In most
instances, the MG seemed to run o.k.
(Note: Current thinking is that, unless
the car is used for all-out, very high
rpm racing, the 1 1/2” SU may give
better performance due to greater
velocity.)
We always thought that the MGB
should be set up on a chassis dynamometer. However, finding a dyno
AND a technician that knows SU
carburetors here in North America is
quite a challenge. Thus this had never
been done.
Having formulated the theory that
somehow the mixture was causing
the problem, we kept making inquires
MGB DRIVER
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about a suitable dyno shop. Through
membership in the Willamette Motor
Club (devoted to autocross and hill
climbs), we learned about Dan Judy’s
Auto Repair in Salem, Ore. We handed
the MG over to Jon at the shop. The
dyno showed the car was running
entirely too rich!
In fact, at about 3,500 rpm the
mixture dropped off the chart at a
lower ratio than ten-to-one. The ideal
ratio for power is somewhere around
12:1. Jon worked through several
needle selections and finally settled on
the BAN. He further determined that
the yellow springs and 40-weight oil in
the dampers would be the best combination for the carburetors to work
properly.
When we raced at the Bible Creek
Hill Climb, near Willamina, Oregon,
in early August, the difference was
amazing. We had power like never
before, and no flat spot! Horsepower at
the rear wheels was up almost seven
percent, and torque up almost five
percent. The main difference, however,
was the disappearance of the flat spot
and the constant power available.
This experience taught us a lot
about SU carburetors. A really good
reference is www.zparts.com. This site
deals with the SU-type carbs, found
on Datsun Z-cars. However, they are
pretty much the same carburetor as
found on MGs. The explanations and
illustrations are first rate. I have never
seen an explanation so well done and
easy to understand, complete with
diagrams and illustrations. Time spent
pulling this up, studying the material,
and keeping it for reference, is well
spent.
The lesson here is to have your
MG set up by a knowledgeable technician on a chassis dyno. Yes, it will cost
you some money; but, if your MG has
any modifications at all, you’ll have it
properly set up and it will be good to
go for along time. For us, it was worth
every penny!
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Book Review: Life at Full Throttle

W

inter doesn’t generally provide many odd experiences
upon which to base one of our
regular “Strange Tales” stories. Most
of us have our sports cars either apart
or parked. Instead of a true “Strange
Tale,” this chapter will focus upon an
“Amazing Story.”
This story is about someone who
began a career as a professional and
well-known racecar driver by autocrossing a Jaguar XK120. When the
motor gave out and needed an overhaul, the owner/driver didn’t have the
money to pay for the work. The task
was accomplished over a winter in a
borrowed unheated garage, with only
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“Life at Full Throttle” by Janet Guthrie
By Bob Sherman, Canadian Classic
and Willamette MG clubs

the most basic of hand tools. But it was
accomplished.
This driver has been noted for the
following:
• Earned a private pilot’s license at
seventeen
• Graduated from the University of
Michigan with a degree in physics
• Raced the XK120 successfully in
a 500-mile Watkins Glen road race
• Worked as a research and development engineer in aeronautics
• Raced in many NASCAR events
• Finished ninth in the 1978
Indianapolis 500 race
All these accomplishments are
part of “Life at Full Throttle,” the
amazing autobiography of Janet
Guthrie. I obtained this book as
a gift for my bride, Marie. (Many
of you know how much she loves
to race the MGs). Marie was so
enthused about the book that
she encouraged me to read it as
well. Neither of us could put the
book down once we started it!
We were both held spellbound
as Janet told her story, describing how she constantly had to
prove herself under closer-than-normal
scrutiny in the pursuit of excellence in
a sport dominated by men.
Her writing style puts the reader
right at her side, whether gritting her
teeth at sexist pressures, making split
second decisions on a crowded NASCAR track, or working her way to her
ninth-place finish at the 1978 Indianapolis race. Many of us have wives
and daughters working in fields that,
30 years ago, were closed to them. Or,
if you are a female reader, you may be
working in one of these occupations
today. We can thank Janet Guthrie for
not only opening up the sport of auto
racing, but for breaking ground for
women in all fields.
Put this book on your “wish list,”
buy it, borrow it, but in any case make
sure to obtain it! It’s a “must read” for
any motor sports enthusiast.

The Electric MGB Project

The Electric MGB

By Michael Roberts

S

everal years ago, our much-loved
1964 MGB was languishing in the
side yard under a tarp because
my job with an internet startup had
me spending more hours in the air
than on the ground. My equally muchloved spouse, a long-time environmentalist in the San Francisco area, said
over coffee one morning, “Either get
rid of it or convert it to electric.”
This started the wheels turning.
Maybe instead of fixing the timing
and overheating problems (likely related) I could “route around” them – a
standard Internet technique – by eliminating internal combustion entirely.
Thus began the Electric MGB
Project, the results of which you see in
the pictures accompanying this article.
If you are like most MG owners, and
willing to get your hands dirty in the
service of your beautiful machine,
you’ll find the effort well worthwhile,
and even a small contribution toward
keeping CO2 out of the atmosphere.
As you begin exploring electric
conversion options for your MGB, you
will quickly find that there has been
much progress in electric auto technology in recent years, and there are
several possible variations in power,
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components and cost. (A list of sources
is at the end of the article.)
One thing to keep in mind is that
a 100 percent effort is needed to have
a successful conversion. Although you
will remove more than 600 pounds
of engine parts, you will install more
than 1,000 pounds of electric motor,
controls and batteries. If there is any
doubt that your aging classic is up to
snuff, take the time and money to put
all suspension components and brakes
back into first class condition.
On a dimension from “green and
efficient” to “sporty and powerful”
conversions, my car is at the “green
and efficient” end. It has a 20hp DC
electric motor powered by a string of
16 6-volt batteries tied together in a
96-volt system. There is an onboard
110v charger that takes 6-8 hours
to fully charge the batteries after an
average run of 50-60 miles. Although
it will go 60 mph, it gets there in a
leisurely fashion, taking 10 seconds to
get to 30 and 30 seconds to get to 50
at full throttle. The cost per mile for
electricity at California rates is under
two cents. At an estimated lifetime of
500 charges or 25,000 miles, depreciation on the batteries adds another four
cents per mile.
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Electric MGB
Photos provided by Michael roberts

MGB engine bay without the engine. Brackets in place ready for all the hardware.

The Conversion Process

Conversion sorts itself out into
several phases. First, the engine and
all engine components are removed
and the car degreased and cleaned up.
Then the suspension and running gear
overhaul is performed, followed by
installation of the new electric motor
and its mounts, the controller parts
and their mounts, the battery racks,
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cables and batteries, and finally the
installation of wiring, gauges, relays,
and the battery charger. If you are
careful and check your work along
the way, nirvana will arrive when you
turn the rewired ignition switch and
find 100 percent charge showing on
your new power gauge, followed by the
car moving completely noiselessly out
of the garage.
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The conversion process in progress. Four batteries fit behind the seats. The gauge openings are a perfect fit for the new electric meters . . . ahem, gauges.
and powdercoated battery racks were
How Does It Drive?
$1,000; the complete redo of the susIt’s still a MGB, albeit a bit underpension, brakes, wire wheels, and tires
powered by comparison to its internal
was $5,000; and dozens of incidental
combustion predecessor. Being green
expenses were in the low hundreds of
with cars, as in other areas, means
dollars. My own investment of time
giving up a little here and there;
was in the range of 150-200 hours over
but that six cents a mile helps a lot,
a year.
especially when gas spikes over three
dollars a gallon. The transmission,
What Would You Do Differently?
especially second, third, and fourth,
If you have a reasonably lois used to match the DC motor rpm to
cal commute, and care about what
the load. Going down a straight and
automobile exhausts are doing to the
level road, the typical draw is 150
planet’s air, this is an ideal way help
amps (at 96 volts average). On a hill
the environment and enjoy your favorwith full power, the system will take
more than 400 amps for a brief period. ite classic car at the same time. If you
are determined to hang on to some
There is no engine braking, and no
of your car’s original “sportiness,”
regenerative braking with the design
then see Mike Brown’s note below on
of my system, so good brakes and a
more powerful options. Compared to
nimble foot are necessary.
today’s new hybrids, this conversion is
low-tech, but the magic of the original
What Did It Cost?
MG was that it rose above the humble
Total costs depend on the power
origins of its cast iron truck engine and
package selected and the condition of
beckoned new fans to the joys of open
the car before conversion. In my case,
the component kit was $6,000; the bat- motoring. The simplicity and maintainability of this conversion carries on
teries were $1,000; the custom-made
in that tradition. I wouldn’t change my
MGB DRIVER
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Electric MGB
Photos provided by Michael roberts

Batteries, the source of power for the electric MGB, also reside in the engine bay. Space
here limits the number of batteries to only four of the total 16 needed.
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conversion, but each owner
interested in electric drive has
a number of options from
which to choose. Pick one
and get started!

Some Conversion Details

Neither my component
supplier, Electro Automotive,
nor I had previous experience with the specifics of an
MGB conversion; but as it
turned out, the major design
decisions preserved the appearance and usability of
the car. For the suspension
redo, the rear springs were
replaced with the seven-leaf
MGB/GT version; along with
Koni coil-over tubular shocks
so the rear ride height can be
adjusted. The front end also
had tubular shocks installed
during overhaul. The existing Another view of the engine bay and how the batteries
transmission and clutch had
are configured in the limited space.
been overhauled less than
10K miles previously and
sides of the footwells. The tachometer
were used as is.
no longer operates, but it is feasible
The mating of the transmission
to engineer a mating of the cable to a
and clutch to the custom adapter plate
drive opening at the front of the elecand electric motor went without a
tric motor, or possibly to use a maghitch, and the motor ended up perfectnetically actuated tach adapted to the
ly in line with the old engine mount
dash opening.
stanchions for attachment at the front.
The design and welding of the
The engine compartment, because of
battery racks and their secure bolting
the low hood, could only hold four of
to the body is important and needs
the 16 batteries, but eight fit well into
rapport between you and your weldthe trunk, and four now occupy the
ing shop. Find a good one and don’t
bench behind the passenger seats. The
cut corners. Each battery weighs 70
charger nestles tightly just behind the
pounds and can do a lot of damage if
grille with its AC plug peeking out the
it gets loose, even in a minor accident.
front.
The new state-of-charge and amSources
meter gauges fit exactly into the holes
I
can’t
say
enough
good things
for the original oil pressure and water
about Mike Brown and Shari Prange
temp gauges. The auxiliary battery
of Electro Automotive in Bonny Doon,
voltage gauge fits into an enlarged
Calif. (www.electroauto.com). Their ashole where the heater control once
sistance during the entire project was
was. The radio speaker and frame
invaluable, as was their detailed elecbelow the dash were sacrificed to find
tric car conversion manual. Bill Sorich
a convenient place for the master DC
of La Honda, Calif., a long-time fan of
circuit breaker (an important safety
things photovoltaic and off the grid, as
feature), a decision made easier by the
well as a master metalsmith, made the
installation of an up-to-date stereo
battery rack part of the project almost
with dual speakers mounted in the
fun. Sergio Picazo and his staff at PenMGB DRIVER
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Electric MGB
Photos provided by Michael roberts

The ‘How’ of Basic Ignition Tuning

The concours class MGB of Bill Harris of River Ridge, La., seen at MG 2006 in Gatlinburg.
(Editor’s Note: Last issue we brought you
the “why” of basic ignition tuning, now we
bring you the “how”…)

By Mark Childers
Tidewater MG Classics
Power in the boot! Eight more batteries fit very well. Placing your bicycle, or any other
metal objects in there, is not recommended.
insula Performance and Restoration in
Redwood City, Calif., with help from
Moss Motors in Goleta, did a superb
job of the running gear overhaul. If
you are going to join the electric car
world, you’ll find many friends at the
Electric Auto Association, which has
chapters all over the country (www.
eaaev.org).

Options by Mike Brown

As Michael Roberts noted, there
are different conversion options
available.  His car has a pretty basic
level DC drive system.  For quicker
acceleration, you can substitute a controller with a higher current limit.  For
higher top speed, you could use a
higher voltage battery pack, as high
as 144v with a DC system.  Given the
limited battery space available in the
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MGB, this would mean switching to
8v or 12v batteries instead of the 6v
batteries Michael used, so you would
be trading lower range for higher
speed.  Another option would be an
AC drive system.  This would require
144v, so you would have to use 12v
batteries, but the higher efficiency of
the AC system would still give you a
50-mile range.  The AC system also
has regenerative braking to slow the
car and recapture some energy while
going down hills.
As Michael said, there are
many kinds of vehicles that can be
converted, and several choices of
drive systems.  His car falls into the
middle of the performance range for
conversions.  So you just need to pick
the vehicle and drive system combination to suit your driving needs.
MGB DRIVER
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here’s an old saying, lettered on
a thousand signs in a thousand
old British car garages that goes:
“90/99/99.9 percent (your choice) of
British carburetor problems are hiding
in the ignition system.” And it’s true.
Probably more often than not, carbs
are tweaked and synched to make up
for a poorly tuned ignition or valve
train.
Keep in mind that the points affect
timing, but timing doesn’t affect the
points. When points wear, the timing
becomes more retarded, and when
points are set too wide, the timing becomes advanced. Inappropriate point
gaps also affect dwell, which has a lot
to do with how hot the coil operates,
and thus, its service life.
Before pulling old points, push
on the point plate with a screwdriver
blade. If it wobbles a lot, the timing
will not remain accurate. Remove
the point plate (two small Pozidrive
MGB DRIVER
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screws), flip it over and rotate the
rivet that’s in the slot holding the two
halves together a full 90-degrees.
While you’re in there, add a drop of
machine oil to the “bearing surface”
between the halves and another few
drops to the screw under the rotor and
jiggle the cam assembly up and down
to get the oil where it belongs.
If you have a new set of points, install them. If not, pull the old ones and
inspect closely. Check the plastic cam
contact to make sure that it’s straight.
Check the points (new or old) in the
closed position to ensure that the arm
is square and the point contacts close
with maximum contact and adjust if
necessary. Install the points, turn the
engine over by hand until the point
arm is resting on the high point of
any cam lobe, and set between .013
and .015”. I always spin the engine
90-degrees at a time to make sure that
all four cam lobes open the points
the same amount. Somewhere along
this time, I also check to make certain
that the coil is properly wired (negative to the distributor and 12v to the +
terminal).
With the points back in and
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The ‘How’ of Basic Ignition
adjusted, set the timing. Most MGBs
will start and run with the timing set
statically at or near 10-degrees before
top dead center. The pulley mark will
be right in the middle of the five pointers on the timing index for later cars
and for earlier cars, it’s on the bottom
side of the pulley with the mark on the
second pointer. To set static timing, I
simply turn the ignition to ON then
move the distributor a few degrees
counter-clockwise, then clockwise until
I hear the tick from the coil. Alternatively, if you have an old AM radio,
tune it to a dead zone, turn down the
volume to a muffled roar and set it on
the valve cover. When the points begin
to open and just separate, the radio
will “POP.” Once that’s done, secure
the dizzy, disconnect the vacuum line,
hook up the timing light (red wire on
the timing light to the bottommost
fuse holder for power and verify that
the pickup is pointing in the right
direction), start the engine, and record
timing at idle, 1000, 1500, and 2000
RPMs. Then reconnect the vacuum
advance and do the same. Make sure
that the timing advance curve is different after the hose is reconnected. If
not, pull the vacuum hose at the carb
or manifold, and suck on it to determine if the vacuum canister is holed
or working. With today’s fuels, an
unmodified distributor curve doesn’t
mean much; but as long as you don’t
have any detonation while lugging in
2nd or 3rd, it starts well, doesn’t diesel
after shutdown, and gas mileage is
between 22 and 28 mpg – you are in
the ballpark.
Rather than do everything including the valves at one time, I prefer to
let the engine cool down overnight
rather than add a couple thousandths
to the cold valve lash measurement,
although it’s a perfectly proper thing
to do. Either way, warm the engine on
a 5-mile drive. If the engine has been
sputtering or rough at cruise (about
3000 revs), during the last couple
tenths of a mile or so, pick a gear that
will let you run at about 3000 rpm at
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the speed limit, then select neutral,
shut it off and coast into the driveway.
If you have problems during acceleration/deceleration, then run the last
couple tenths in first or second while
accelerating/decelerating between idle
and your normal shift point before
shutting down. This should give you
a pretty fair indication of what the
plugs look like during either cruise or
acceleration/deceleration. Pull them as
soon as possible and inspect for color.
With today’s fuels and additives, that
nice tan color is very elusive; but they
should at least be dry and tending to
at minimum, be off-white to chocolate
brown and all should be about the
same shade.
While you have the spark plugs
out, check the gaps – most plugs will
thrive just fine on .035”. This will allow the coil to throw a slightly hotter
spark than at .025” without affecting
the coil collapse time. Mark any plugs
that look significantly different. Swap
that plug into a different hole and
repeat the drive. If the plug doesn’t
clean up while installed in another
cylinder, then it’s probably time for
new plugs. If it cleans up and the plug
that’s now occupying the “bad” plugs
original hole is getting fouled, leave
the plugs in place and swap two samelength plug wires. If the problem swaps
cylinders, get a new set of wires. If the
problem stays with the original bad
plug, then replace the plugs. Once the
plugs are sorted out and you’re fairly
sure that all’s well ignition-wise, then
put it to bed so that you’ll have cold
valves first thing in the morning. Or
continue adjusting the valves…
Valve lash is set to .013” with the
engine cold and .015” warm (That is
if you have a stock camshaft, if not
– refer to your manufactures recommendations – Ed.) I know what a cold
engine is, but “warm” is such a relative
concept…
To set the valve lash, use the “Rule
of 9” for the adjustment rotation. The
Rule of 9 is a simple way of keeping
track of your work. The valves are numbered from 1 through 8 with #1 at the
front and #8 at the rear (on the followMGB DRIVER
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ing “i”= intake, “e”= exhaust): Fan - 1e
- 2i - 3i - 4e - 5e - 6i - 7i - 8e – Firewall.

“Rule of 9” Chart

1 open – adjust 8
2 open – adjust 7
3 open – adjust 6
4 open – adjust 5
5 open – adjust 4
6 open – adjust 3
7 open – adjust 2
8 open – adjust 1
Remove the spark plugs for ease
of turning the engine over. Using a
1/2” wrench and flat blade screwdriver,
loosen all 8 valve adjustment nuts 1 to
1-1/2 turns while holding the adjuster
screw steady with the screwdriver.
Gently turn engine over using the
fan blade while pushing down on the
top of the fan belt. Rotate clockwise as
viewed standing at the front bumper
looking back.
Two valves will compress at the
same time. It makes no difference
which two you begin with. One of each
pair will close just a little bit earlier
than its mate, so go slowly and as the
two different valves go down at the
same time, when one of the two stops
moving downward, stop rotating the
engine. At this point, count the number of the valve that is open then using
the Rule of 9 subtract that number
from 9 to get the number of the valve
that you need to adjust (e.g. – valve #2
is down, 2 minus 9 equals 7 – adjust
valve #7). Now adjust the valve and
then rotate the engine a little more until the other valve is at its lowest point.
A couple degrees of engine error
won’t make much difference in the
valve lash. It’s generally better to
be a thousandth too loose than too
tight; but with a little practice, the
feeler gage will have exactly the same
amount of drag every time. Repeat all
eight valves a second time around so
that you are sure you found the nominal “bottom” of each valve opening.
On the first pass, I tighten the locking
nuts finger tight. On the second pass,
as each valve is checked for clearance,
I secure the lock nut with the wrench
while holding the adjuster steady with
the screwdriver. After the nut is tightened, recheck the adjustment. Also,
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keep a close eye to make certain that
the screw is not turning when the nut
is tightened, and don’t put too much
opposite torque on the screw while
tightening the nut lest you loosen the
adjustment.
When the second adjustment is
complete on each valve, turn its lock
nut till it stops then give a tug to assure that it won’t back out (very important at 4500 rpm…). I often make one
last pass by checking each nut in order
from 1 to 8, to verify that every nut is
tight by giving a final check. This step
only takes 30 seconds to complete and
is almost as important as getting the
lash right since missing a loose nut
could ruin a valve stem in a hurry if
the adjust is backed off at speed.
Now that the plugs, points, timing, and valves are adjusted, you can
break out the Haynes, Bentley, FSM,
or whatever you use to set the carbs or
carb. You might just find at this point
that they are either right on the money
or way out of the ballpark, depending on how much work you did on the
ignition and valves. Since there are
at least three different carbs, and a
whole slew of Internet sites, and great
illustrations in most manuals – just
follow along one step at a time and
before you know it, you’ll recover lost
power and improve mileage. If you
experience a little spark knock or pinging/pinking while lugging the engine
in second or third, retard the spark a
tiny bit at a time (turn distributor body
clockwise) until it goes completely
away, then advance it just enough so
that you experience the faintest bit of
spark knock under a hard lug. This
means you have the timing advanced
for optimum power without being
too far advanced. If it diesels, it may
be that the anti-run on system is not
working, the carbs may be too lean,
there may be a vacuum leak, timing can be either too advanced or too
retarded, or the idle may be set too
high. However, these are simple issues
that can be worked out one step at a
time until it runs like a Timex. Only
the ticking is a little louder and you
won’t have to adjust the distributor for
Daylight Saving Time!
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The Polar Bear Run

Diane Rarick enjoying the day and her MGB on the Polar Bear Run.

By Ruben Greenwood
Birmingham British Motoring Club
Photos by Ken Martin, Patti Greenwood, John
Steger, Craig Rarick, and John McDavid

“The trouble with weather forecasting is
that it’s right too often for us to ignore it
and wrong too often for us to rely on it”
– Patrick Young
s December came to a close, the
year ended with a great event
that the Birmingham British
Motoring Club ran in conjunction
with the Georgia Triumph Club. This
was the seventh year for the Triumph
club to hold this end-of-the-year drive
known as “The Polar Bear Run.” The

A

A 1948 Allard shows up for the run.
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plan for the event is simple enough,
pull together a lot of cars from the
Atlanta area and drive back roads to
Barbers Motorsports Museum in Leeds,
Ala. One of our club members, Jeff
Ballard, gave me the tip about this
drive and suggested that our club try
to hook up with them and make this
a joint drive. Great idea! After several
e-mails and phone conversations with
George Forester, the Georgia Triumph
event chairman and leader of this gig,
a plan was coming into focus.
George and I decided that we
could meet in Talladega, which was
to be their lunch break, and drive into
Barbers together. This seemed simple
enough; a few of their members and
some of ours would have a little bistate get-together. Then George told
me that they were expecting 150+ cars
on this “little drive.” Wait a minute…
these guys were coming into our state
with THAT many cars? Next, George
told me that this would include more
than just LBCs, that they typically
have all European and American
makes and models. Well, this opened
things up a bit. A quick e-mail campaign to other car clubs in the area
and all of a sudden we had Porsche,
Mercedes Benz, BMW, Ferrari, VW,
MGB DRIVER
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An MGB posed before the Barber Motorsports Park entrance.
Corvette, hot rodders and customs, antique American… you get the picture.
This was really starting to heat up.
I was getting positive responses back
from the other clubs that they were
really looking forward to this event. I
had a group from Tennessee planning
on coming down with five to seven
British cars, a group of little Italian
cars from the west side of Tennessee,
and British clubs from the northern
part of Alabama. The stage was set.
We were about to have a rolling car

show. No prizes, no trophies, just a
bunch of people with the same interest
in their cars as we have. My excitement was really peaking.
The weather forecast began to
dampen spirits. Most of the weather
prognosticators were saying rain for
Saturday, and a lot of it. The week
wore on and I was getting e-mails with
lines like “what’s the weather gonna
do?” (How should I know?) “It looks
like it will rain you out” (not me),
“Do you have a rain day planned?”,

The weather is always a factor for car events. Pretty scenery aside, threatening clouds
can keep less hardy car enthusiasts away.
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The Polar Bear Run
(Well… no, it is planned for the last
day of the year), and “I am not going
to make it if it is going to rain” (We
will miss you).
My hopes for matching the
Georgia group’s numbers were quickly
dwindling. Then the phone call came
Saturday morning from George Forester telling me that their numbers
Empty berths, indicative of the season
were quickly falling because of the
along the shores of Lake Logan Martin.
weather predictions and they had
with people pulling in just to take a
about 45 cars leaving Georgia. So
look. The Georgia group pulled in
here I stood at the entrance to Barbers
and we all introduced ourselves and
Motorsports Facility. There were four,
looked at our cars. The Georgia group
maybe five cars sitting on the street
brought some really special little cars,
with me. I felt a bit defeated at the molike a 1948 Allard and a 2000 Morment. Then it happened, car after car,
gan. Talladega joined in with several
Porsches, Vettes, MGs, Triumphs, even
antique and unique American cars.
a Ford truck (sure, I would count him
Jason Hurst with the Central Alabama
on my team). My spirits were lifted; I
Community College allowed us to use
had NOT brought enough doughnuts
his parking lot as a meeting point
for the ensuing crowd of cars.
We left Barbers with about 45 cars; and opened up his building so that
the drivers could use the facilities and
I had the good fortune of being able to
relax for a bit before hitting the road
lead this group along the interstate to
to Barbers.
Talladega. As I looked in my rear view
We created quiet a scene travelmirror, I marveled at what we had acing through the host city of Talladega,
complished. This many different cars
people would turn and smile, some
were following along and driving at a
would wave, and all were friendly. The
constant 65 mph +/-. Some of the cars
majority of the drivers stopped at some
behind me could have doubled that
of the local restaurants for a bite to eat
speed with out breathing hard, but we
before continuing on to Barbers.
were all working together with a comThe drive along the back roads
mon goal.
provided a pleasing relaxing scene to
The stop in Talladega at the
what had been a busy holiday time.
Central Alabama Community ColThe road along Lake Logan Martin
lege became another instant car show

To Ruben’s relief a number of MGs and other marques show up in force for the Run.
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Below:
The Polar Bear
Run on the road.

The success of this event was the result of
the bravery shown by the participants and
their pursuit of having a good time.
Good weather or bad, car enthusiasts enjoy
the company of others who are nuts about
an event as they are about their cars.
and through the pasture lands would
have been great places to stop and
picnic during warmer weather. The
favorite part of the trip for most of
the drivers was Highway 25. You may
have heard of The Tail of the Dragon
in Tennessee. Around here, this road
is known as the Hind Leg of the Goat.
To my knowledge, no one has counted
the number of turns, but there are a
lot. The road is no more than about
15 miles long, but it is a lot of fun to
drive. Be forewarned and cautioned,
the local law enforcement knows this
road all to well. During our drive, a
young man on a sports bike (he was
not part of the Polar Bear Run) lost it
in a curve near the top of the mountain. I am not aware of his condition,
but was told by a few people that the
ambulance did slow them down. I
have no news of his final condition.
When I arrived at Barbers Museum, I must admit I was surprised to
see so many cars in the lot. Everyone
pulled in and parked, got out and examined the other cars parked around
them. We had additional cars show up
that did not make the drive with us.
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The “unofficial” count reached 120+
cars in the lot that were there specifically for The Polar Bear Run. I made
a lot of friends that day and expect to
see more of them in the future.
Barbers Motorsports Museum
was a great host for the event. They
provided a guided tour of the fivestory facility to the drivers; others were
welcome to wander at their leisure.
The museum has an incredible display
of more than 500 motorcycles and
several classic automobiles. The collection of Lotus cars alone would be well
worth the admission price.
It was a lot of fun to have this
many different cars gather together for
a common drive. It was a great day for
me and for others. I want to express
my thanks to everyone that helped
pull this together and came out to join
the drive. If your club has not tried a
“joint venture” with other clubs and
other makes, try it out. Already I have
been told that this should become one
of our “regular” events. Well, I gotta
tell you, I am way ahead of you my
friends… way ahead of you.
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Chat With A Works Shop Boy
By Bob Simon, Chicagoland MG Club

The following is a write-up of a chat
with my good friend Adrian Goodenough.
We met about five years ago at the British Motor Heritage Museum in Gaydon,
Oxfordshire. My wife, Pat, and I were on
holiday in Ireland and the UK. I timed the
trip so that I could go to the 75th anniversary of the MG motorcar. We were walking
around the auto jumble, when I spotted a
boy with MG painted on his face. I asked
his grandfather if I could take a picture
and after the picture we started talking.
Adrian invited me to his house in Abingdon the next day to see his memorabilia.
He has bumper badges, bricks from the
factory, and many of the manufacturer’s
plates from the factory’s machines! He
took us on a ride around Abingdon with
Jake, his grandson, and we had lunch at
Jake’s favorite restaurant, which was on
part of the old MG grounds – it was a McDonalds! Adrian and I have become good
friends. I have visited him twice since,
going to auto museums and taking rides in
his MGB-GT V8. He purchased my 1969
Austin Mini for me and took it to Southampton to be shipped to the States! What
follows is part one of my interviews with
him – Bob Simon, Chicagoland MG Club
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Photos provided by bob simon

Adrian with his
1975 rubber-bumper
MGB-GT V8.
He started work at
the MG factory on
Dec. 27, 1960.

I

think my favorite British car is the
big Healey. The Austin Healey 3000
– it’s such an incredible car to drive
and not for the faint-hearted. My
first experience was being driven in a
Works rally Healey by Gerald Wiffen
between the village of Marcham and
the MG factory. It was a very narrow
and twisty road, the gearbox tunnel
cover was not yet fitted and I had the
prop shaft and the open road exposed
to me and we were reaching speeds of
up to 130 mph! I was 16 years old at
the time.
I have owned about 11 or 12 MGs
of all different model; my very first MG
was a MG 1300 saloon in Fawn Brown.
I bought it just after my son Paul was
born. Currently I own a 1975 MGB-GT
V8 which I drive most days. I also have
a 1955 ZA Magnette which has been
on loan to a museum. My favorite
MG would be a TF. I think it’s the car I
would really like to own.
I started work at MG on Dec. 27,
1960, and I remember it so well. My
brother Basil was already working
there. He started work in 1945 at 14
years old as an office boy. He had
to ride a large delivery bike from the
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Adrian Goodenough chatting.
what my Mum would say, but at that
moment the foreman appeared with a
coat to cover my modesty and to take
me down to the ground floor toilets to
clean up. After this, all of these men
really looked after me and became
good friends (who sadly are no longer
with us). They are Jock Kerr, Don
Hughes, Eddie Dixon, Ben Belcher and
the lorry driver Reg Hartwell (who for
years after would come up behind me
and pinch my rear, especially if I was
under a bonnet of a car and then jump
up and smack my head, but I would do
the same to him.)
The department was mainly
staffed with older persons, those nearer
retirement who had worked at the
factory for many years (apart from the
war years). I then moved to other departments in A Block, one I do remember well is the press shop. The main
work here was making the chassis for
the MGA, as you walked through the
department there were flashes from
the welders and it was full of smoke
(not a nice place to be in). There was
also a big paint dip which the completed chassis was lowered into. Next,
I moved over to the paint shop in B
Block. This I found very interesting
and the manager of this department
was Percy Hughes who spent a lot of
his time with me teaching me to mix
paint and to spray different types of
paint, this is also where I learnt to
drive.
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Out of the back of B Block was a
narrow road with just enough room
for cars to be parked up awaiting paint
rectification and with just enough
room to drive past, when I knew there
were not going to be anyone around
(they were at tea break) I took the opportunity to learn myself to drive. I
was just about 16 years old so I then
stepped inside a Midget and then
got myself familiar with the controls
etc. After a few days I was confident
to take my first drive, it was for about
a hundred yards. This was such a
wonderful feeling, so that was it! Every
opportunity I was out the back driving
as much as I could. I then asked Percy
Hughes if I could have a permit to
drive, he then arranged for me to take
a test which was a drive in a Morris
Oxford all around the factory grounds.
I became the youngest employee to
have a driving permit.
I then moved into the competitions department, one of my best
memories was being able to drive all
of the rally cars, every night all of the
cars were stored inside the our area so
I would get there early in the morning
and I would volunteer to get the cars
out and park them outside. Instead
of just parking them directly outside,
I would take a ride up and around
the compound.   The store man had a
Morris Isis van to go and collect spares
from Cowley in Oxford. During the
day, if the van was available, I would
use it to collect things from around the
factory with some journey less than
a hundred yards. On one occasion I
was driving near the main gate inside
the factory when one of the security
guards rang up Doug Watts (competitions supervisor) to say that the
comps van was going along with no
one driving it!   When I got back to
the department everyone was in fits of
laughter, because it was quite a large
van and when I was driving it I had to
look between the top of the dash and
the steering wheel. I was not very tall
back then although I’m not that tall
now.
John Thornley was always walking
the factory and he would always speak
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to everyone as he passed by. He was
very much liked by everyone of the
workforce. He owned a Mineral Blue
MGB-GT which we looked after over in
B Block. At my bench there, I had my
own pet spider which was attached to
fishing line. He lived in a strip light
above the bench and whenever anyone
came and stood at my bench I always
lowered the spider which gave a great
reaction. I never had the nerve to
lower it when John Thornley came by,
but my foreman Jack Butler did, and
did he jump! My spider became well
known in the factory. The manager
in B Block was George Morris and we
all jumped when he was around, he
started at the factory with Cecil Kimber and Cecil Cousins.
We had lots of famous people visit
the factory, television personalities and
film stars were always popping in for
a look round. The king of Jordan was
a very keen on motor sport and would
often call into the competitions department to see the latest rally cars. He
was so impressed that he asked if he
could have one built for himself. He
had a Group-2 Mini Cooper with narrow snow tyres fitted (which I thought
odd) but he wanted to go out in his
back garden (the desert).
Of all the racing and rally drivers
that came to MG, Stirling Moss was to
me the most famous. He would often
call in with his Surf Blue Mk 1 Mini
which was totally standard. Stirling
was a very shy person and didn’t like
the press hanging around him so he
always felt at home when he was at
Photos provided by bob simon

main factory down to West Street.
Helens Street in the centre of Abingdon
which was then the service department
(later, after it burnt down, it became
the social club). I remember my first
day; I left home with Basil at 6:45
a.m. on our bikes. It was dark and
cold. Basil was working on trim deck
on the MGA line so I went and waited
with him as I had to wait for the
personnel office to open. They did not
start work until 8 a.m. My memories
were recalled of walking through the
trim deck bustling with activity on the
body assemblies and the smell of the
Dunlop 758 trim adhesives and hearing the cry of “Push-em-up’’ or “come
on up the line.”
The time came for me to go
to the personnel office and to
see Miss Brewer. She was a typical school teacher and very frightening for a boy of 15. After leaving her
office I was then shown around the
factory by Tommy Nickolls, the works
guide, a very nice man. I then spent
the next three months on trim deck
with Progress Department as a shop
boy. Progress was spread out over the
whole factory so I was to be chasing
and fetching. I was to go to where the
bodies came in and unloaded from the
lorries. There was a gang of about 10
men that worked here one each side
of the lorry putting the hoist on to the
car body, which was then loaded on to
a trolley, which then would be pushed
on the line (which was on rails) to
guide the trolleys until the end of trim
deck before being lowered by hoist
again to the lines below. MG was full
of characters and a few of these were
unloading the bodies. It was here that
I was initiated. I was grabbed from
behind and bundled into a Sprite body
and they soon had my pants off and
then put black grease onto me. When
I eventually stood up there was an
almighty cheer from the men working on the lines. I just stood there not
knowing what to do, I didn’t want to
pull my pants up as I would get black
grease over them and I was thinking
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Adrian Goodenough’s grandson, Jake.
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Heritage Motor Centre Museum in Gaydon near Banbury, England.
MG and knew he would not be hassled.
Little did I know that I would be working for him again in the 80s!
I think my best moment in an MG
was to take one out onto the public
roads for the first time. I was just 17
and had just passed my driving test
in Oxford and so had a full driving
licence.  Pete Owen who was a test
driver in the Development department
asked me if I could take a car up to
Gaydon near Banbury on a Saturday
morning and I would be getting paid
overtime. I couldn’t wait until the
weekend to come.
My most embarrassing moment,
(in fact, I had two) ... the first one was
when I was going out on a test drive in
a Midget. I was riding shotgun with a
road tester and we were out on the test
route and on our way back on the concrete road by the back of the RAF Station Abingdon, when up in front of us
was a parked tractor facing towards us.
The driver had got down from his trac-
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tor and walked over and opened a gate
then walked back to his tractor. Meanwhile the cows in the field spotted the
open gate and headed towards it. The
tractor driver had seen the cows heading for the gate and put the tractor into
gear and drove toward the gate but
he did not see us in the Midget. We
hit the tractor’s rear wheel at about
40 mph. I just remember the rear of
the Midget lifting off the ground and
my head hitting the windscreen. Both
Frank the driver and myself were not
hurt too much, but the poor Midget
was a write-off. It was a left-hand drive
for America. My second moment was
driving a left-hand drive MGB up in
the compound, and I was driving quite
fast when another MGB came out of a
parking lot and I T-boned it. Both cars
were badly damaged.
My favourite event would be the
Abingdon weekend when we all meet
up again and also most of the works
rally cars and the works drivers are
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reunited.
If I could drive my MG in any
country in the world it would have
to be in the States and follow the old
Route 66. This is something that I
have always dreamed of since I was
about 16 years old and listening to
Nat King Cole and watching the TV
programme “Route 66.”
I think the only change I would
make to my MGB-GT V8 is to add
power steering, although as a rule I
don’t like to see too many modifications to MGs unless it’s preparation for
a rally. It’s nice to see a standard car
as it came off the production line.
I belong to both the MG Owners
Club and the MG Car Club. I am also
secretary of the MG Caravan Club
and my wife, Linda, is the treasurer.
The MG Caravan Club was formed
in 1971 by myself for employees of
the MG factory and is still going well
today, although I have now opened it
to any MG enthusiast as most of the
true members are in their 70s. I would
welcome any visitors on our rallies. I
do think that the two main clubs over
here should offer a special membership
to the remaining ex-MG employees
who could also offer a lot more input
of the actual running of the factory.
Since MGs are no longer manufactured, I have noticed that there has
been a slow decline in membership in
the clubs; but also I think the editor
of the UK club magazines seem to be
concentrating too much on publishing
too much on the MG F and not on the
old models or even on the old factory
in Abingdon. There is so much more
they could publish and should talk to
the old employees before it’s too late.
As an example, when I was working
in Competitions department my job
was the paintwork. In my days there
the works colours were red and white.
When the Mini Coopers’ body shells
came in from Cowley, they were painted red with a black roof. As they came
in, the mechanics stripped them down
even more and I began rubbing down
the roof to change the colour which
was a problem because the original
red would always bleed through. In
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those days I did most of the paint work
while the mechanics were still working
on their assigned car, and the mechanics in the next bay working on their assigned car would get very irate as I was
spraying and they would be covered in
paint fog (to the amusement of others).
I remember preparing two MGBs
for Sebring. The two mechanics
were Bob Whittington and Gerald
Wiffen. Bob prepared the GT and Gerald the roadster. I remember taking
these cars out on test runs, it was just
awesome. I drove most of the cars that
were prepared in the Competitions
department and they were all my favourites, from the very first rally car. I
drove an MGA coupe in the early ’60s
and the special aluminium bodies on
the MGCs. My brother was working in
the Special Tuning department where
they were preparing Triumph TR 7s
(which I was never impressed with)
and Tony Pond was to be the works
driver, but the car was underpowered
until they fitted a V8.
I still keep in touch with others
from the factory. I get a call once a
week from an old friend Neil Randall,
who keeps me updated, but these days
it’s to call up to tell me who has gone
into hospital or who has just died. I
also try to get up to Abingdon once
a month for a meeting with the MG
Works Club.
For anyone visiting the UK and
would like to visit auto museums, I
would begin with a visit to Gaydon
near Banbury where most of the exworks cars now live. Then you can take
a short trip down the M40 to Abingdon
where you can visit the site of the old
factory and the Abingdon museum. At
this moment in time we are trying to
get a new venue for the Abingdon museum. It is at the ‘Old Jail’ which was
converted to a sports centre but now
has closed. There is a new museum up
in Coventry which is not opened yet
but will be just rally cars.
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The MGB Parachute Ad Story
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The parachute
commercial has a
renewed interest,
due to videos on
the internet.

Marcham
Rhoade
MGB Registrar
out dived too fast, and passed the car,
a second jumper from the plane above
would drop like a rock and HE would
become the actor!
“The planes take off and climb towards 8,000 feet where they do fly-bys,
dropping smoke bombs. We establish
that the drift is going to be about 2½
miles to the east of the drop point. This
is it! The director is on the plane and I
count them down on the walkie-talkies.
“They push the MGB out. I’m looking up with the binoculars. The drogue
chute is supposed to open in a series
of puffs – but it doesn’t! The MGB goes
8,000 feet straight down!!
“When the MGB hits the ground
it compacted to about 30 inches high,
full width and full length – almost as
if it were a coffee table. It would have
been great to chrome it and put a piece
of glass over it!
“Assessing the damage we suddenly realized that the acid in the MGB’s
battery had eroded the shroud lines.
(We had to have the battery installed
plus gasoline in the tank, everything
ready so it would start on the ground
without any touchup.) So we had a
wrecked chute, a client who was not
very happy, only one MGB left and no
assurance that it would work on the
second try. We might even end up with
matching coffee tables!
“However, we re-rigged the parachute, and early on Thursday morning
we were out there in the desert again.
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Dawn comes, and we’re ready to go.
The planes go up, the smoke bombs
drop. Finally the MGB comes out the
rear door and the puff opens the chute.
The guy comes out behind it. But the
drift is not what we calculated – it’s not
going to land at the point indicated!
“We’re below in a truck, with the
camera, and we drive at 80 miles an
hour, because we want to get to the
touchdown point, to film the landing
sequence. It was 2½ miles away. We
really had the peddle to the metal,
screaming across the desert.
“We get there just in time; but

Missed
Marce P. Mayhew 1925-2007

A

s we went to press we were saddened to learn of the passing of
Marce Mayhew, former creative
director of the MG advertising account at Rach-McClinton, and later the
agency of Bozell & Jacobs when they
merged.
Born in Canada, it is unlikely
there is an MGB owner who has not
been touched in some way by the
creative talents of Marce, even if
unknowingly. He was responsible for
much of the U.S advertising for the
MGB throughout the 70’s, working in
close cooperation with Bob Burden
of BMC/Hambro. If you collect MGB
brochures, then you will see many examples of Marce’s work, as he himself
shot many of the photos used in the
colorful catalogs featuring hang gliders, skateboards and the like.
However, it will be for three major concepts that Marce will best be
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there’s big cactus all over, it’s lumpy
ground too, no longer flat. We can
only hope that it lands right – if it
lands on top of a cactus there goes our
second MGB!
“BAM! It just lands in the only
place that’s smooth. We get footage of
the MGB landing, and the guy landing. I must admit that I didn’t really
get all I wanted in one take, but the
concept was so strong that the slickness of the finished photography and
editing made it into a fine commercial
and our client MG went on to sell more
than half a million MGB cars!”
Photos provided by Ken smith

n 1975, Marce Mayhew, creative
director at the advertising agency of
Bozell & Jacobs was working on the
MG account and had a great idea for a
30-second TV commercial.
Marce recalls: “You see a guy
inside an aeroplane. He looks out the
window and we see the ground. We
cut, and then we see three cars down
there – the competition! – A Fiat 124,
a Porsche 914, and a Datsun 240Z racing along a mountain road.
“The guy in the plane gets out of
his seat and walks back. He is wearing
a parachute — we see the rear of the
plane is open, and it’s a cargo plane
and a MGB is parked there. He pushes
the car out of the rear door. He jumps
out behind it and free-falls. A giant
chute opens behind the MGB. The guy
opens his chute and they land simultaneously; he takes off his chute, takes
the rig off the MGB, get in and drives
away ahead of the other three cars!
The punch line is ‘MG still one jump
ahead!’”
Now for the rest of the story – once
Mayhew got the OK from MG to film
the commercial, he had to find a
production crew. He also talked the
Royal Air Force into cooperating since
MG was an English company, and the
USAF didn’t want to know!
“The production company had
NASA work out the configuration of
the parachute. How much chute do
you need to hold up an MGB? Plus
a million little details. We went to
some place in the California desert, El
Mirage, near Edwards Air Force Base,
to get a big landing area because
you didn’t know where the car was to
come down. The best time to shoot was
dawn, when there’d be the least wind,
so we’d be out at 3 am working under
the headlights.
“There we are, dawn, ‘Gentlemen
start your engines.’ I had two chase
Cessnas and a cargo plane, plus a
helicopter with the main camera on it.
One Cessna had a camera, the other
Cessna was above the cargo plane so
that if the guy who pushed the MGB

remembered for – the launch of the
1967 MGB/GT Special and the Limited
Edition MGB where he designed the
silver stripes. His outstanding mind
also thought up the idea of dropping
an MGB from a plane for a television commercial for which he won a
prestigious award at a major Television
Festival. An award he won twice incidentally! He was also responsible for
the famous MGB balloon commercial,
plus many other innovations.
Truly a man of great talent and a
real creative genius. He will be missed.
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Technical Talk
John,
I have a 1972 GT that has suddenly
developed problems starting. I searched
your archives but did not find the answer.
I had not started it for two weeks
and it was turning over when it suddenly
stopped turning. When the key is turned
there is no click or other engine sound. I
thought the battery was dead (it was at
least 3 years old). I replaced the battery
and the lights were working.
Then I tried to start the engine and
heard one loud click from the engine. The
lights stopped working and radio went off.
Again, when the key turned there was no
sound.
So I disconnected the battery, unplugged the radio, and checked all the
fuses. I then reconnected the battery,
lights working. I turned the key, there was
another loud click on the first attempt.
Then nothing again; lights out.
I checked all fuses and connections
to the starter. The battery tests good. It
has been running fine the last two-plus
years.
Thanks — Glen Shield
Glen,
You’ve got an erratic connection
in the main electrical circuit. It could
be one of the battery clamps or the
connection of the wire to the clamp. It
could be the earth strap at the battery box. It could be the main battery
cable (or BROWN wires) at the starter
solenoid. But it most certainly lies in
one of those connections
John,
How would I convert from wire wheels
to bolt-on wheels on a ’74 MGB? I’ve read
some conflicting information of the web,
ranging from “you have to change the
whole rear axle” to “just get the bolt-on
hubs.” I figure you guys ought to know.
Why am I considering this? I want to
participate in SCCA Solo II and regional
road racing, and maybe some vintage. I
don’t know if wire wheels will hold air with
tubeless racing tires on them.
Thanks — Dave Trzeciak
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John Twist
Technical
Coordinator
MGB Driver
Dave!
Converting from wire wheels to
disc wheels involves these considerations: the front end is easy. Simply
switch hubs (well, it’s not that simple
with the wheel bearing shim setup, but
it is straightforward). The hubs use
half-inch studs on a 3½-inch diagonal.
Nissan wheels (through about 1998)
fit.
There are two rear axles: Wire
and disc. The disc wheel rear axle is
wider by ¾-inch on each side to account for the offset of the wheel. On a
standard MGB, it is necessary to swap
the entire rear axle to achieve the correct spacing of the rear wheels.
However, if you are racing, your
wheels may not have the same offset
as the factory wheels – so I would fit
your wheels to the car before changing
over the diff. You might be able to use
longer studs and shims, depending.
Again, the wire and disc wheel
differentials are different widths – the
disc is 1½ inches wider overall. Hence,
the half shafts are longer for the disc
wheeled car.
The spokes in the wire wheel – all
48, 60, or 72 of them – push and pull,
so sealing a wire wheel rim is very
difficult. To protect the tube, there is a
large rubber band (of course, duct tape
works as well too).
One of the suppliers coats in the
inside of the rim with clear RTV silicone sealant and uses no tubes. But
once these spring a leak, finding it is
nigh impossible and cleaning off the
silicone to fit a tube is difficult.
Also use a RADIAL tube – they’re
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thicker than bias ply tubes.
John,
I read with interest your recommendations in the MGB Driver, for timing B
engines at 32-degrees at 4500 rpm with
vacuum disconnected. I tried this, as I
have been suspicious of incorrect timing
since we re-started the B after a 30 year
sit.
However, I cannot get a good feel
as to how I should determine that I have
reached 32 degrees, my damper and timing cover marks do not go this high. There
must be a simple explanation that I am
not seeing, can you explain?
Also I understand you have published
a book of remedies for MG or Little British
Car ailments. Can you provide me with
price, ordering/payment method and
shipping preferences? I live in Canada,
but can ship to my daughter in North
Carolina.Thanks you in advance for your
help — Norm Peacey
Norm,
You are correct – there are not
enough marks to find 32-degrees
BTDC without a dial back timing light.
I believe there are enough marks to
get to 20-degrees BTDC (each is five
degrees). So, turn the engine until
the timing mark on the pulley is at
20-degrees BTDC and place a mark on
the pulley at TDC with a paint pencil.
Now you can view the timing with a
standard timing light by setting the
painted mark to 12 BTDC maximum,
that 12-degrees plus the original 20
will give you the 32.
The book is $35 US postpaid. I
can ship it to your daughter or for a
couple of bucks more simply send it
to you by mail. All I need is a charge
card number.
John,
I read in the last MGB Driver about
the problem with the clutch hydraulic
system. The one question that you didn’t
answer was the bleeding problem with
that system.
My wife had threatened me, and
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derided my mechanical ability, because of
the bleeding system I was using kept her
pumping the clutch pedal for long periods
of time. I finally found that if you take
the slave cylinder off, it was usually off
anyway for repair, blow the piston to the
full out position, and fill it with fluid.
Then, making sure the master cylinder reservoir is drained of most of the
fluid, the slave cylinder still loose from the
engine is attached to the fluid line. Now,
holding the cylinder so that the port is up,
force the piston fully in. There is enough
fluid in the slave cylinder to fill the line,
and flush any air into the master cylinder,
and up and out the way air wants to go.
After fighting the leaks with silicone
brake fluid, I have now changed to Valvoline full synthetic brake fluid which seems
to be a very good alternative. Also, NAPA
now carries a very good brake and caliper
grease, “Stay Lube Synthetic Brake and
Caliper Grease.” It is compatible with all
paints and rubbers, and has a good tack
to stay in place and not bleed.
So far, seems to work well keeping
moisture out of the aluminum brake
cylinders.
— Dan Kimberlin
Dan,
Thanks for the note and the updates about the synthetic fluid. When
I’m bleeding a clutch, I use the following technique:
•
Remove the bleeder and use
your finger;
•
finger off, pedal down
•
finger on, pedal up
•
wait twenty seconds (during
this time the vacuum in the master
cylinder bore draws fluids from the
reservoir);
•
finger off, pedal down
•
finger on, pedal up
•
Wait 20 seconds...
Continue this way for four to six
bleeds, then when a gurgle of fluid
bursts from the bleeder hole, refit the
bleeder and use that instead of your
finger. This technique is quick and has
served me well for 25+ years!
Hi John,
I just wanted to send you a quick note
to thank you for your flywheel article in
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the MGB Driver that turned out to be very
timely for me. Just this past July I finished
reassembling my ’73 MGB/GT’s engine
and happily attached the flywheel the correct way to the crank, something that I did
not know until reading your article.
Now the engine is mated to a “new
to me” overdrive transmission and back
in the car and I’m driving and smiling my
way through the 500 mile engine break-in
period.
Thanks gain for your technical contributions to the NAMGBR. Sincerely —Mark
Jones, #8-3831
P.S. Hopefully next year my GT and I
will be at your Summer Party.
Mark!
Thanks so much for the kind note!
John,
Can a snapped timing chain ever
physically jam a crank shaft from rotating? It is my last hope before I start pulling
the engine. Thanks — Demetre Kolokotronis
Pohs Eesteh!
If the chain has snapped, you
usually have some free movement of
the crank, maybe not 360-degrees,
but some. The chain cannot snap by
itself, and in the ONE case I’ve seen of
a snapped chain in my 35 years in this
trade, it happened at speed – and the
force of the engine carried the chain
into and out of the timing cover. It was
a terrible mess.
Before you pull the engine, please
give me a call so we can go over the
possibilities.
Hi John,
Talked to you last night about the
PCV valve on the ’68 Midget (I have owned
the car all of three days, it’s a surprise for
my wife as her first car was a ’67 back in
’69) and how I thought it was causing the
engine to burn oil. Again, after the car has
run for about five to10 minutes a lot of
blue smoke comes out the exhaust. I also
notice when running down the road there
is less smoke and a lot more when starting
up from a stop.
I have checked the PCV and have
found oil inside, spring looks ok, as does
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the diaphragm and plunger.
With the engine running and the
PCV opened up, if I push down on the
diaphragm with my finger (closing the
valve) the vacuum keeps the diaphragm
pulled in (down). If I increase the idle the
vacuum pulls the diaphragm down into
the valve housing.
However, when I clean out the oil and
put the PCV back together it takes longer
for the smoke to appear. The oil filler cap
(plastic) is not plugged as I can suck or
blow air through it.
Ugh! The separator (can)
is not clogged as I can also blow air back
through the hose. The hoses to and from
the valve are not cracked, matter of fact
they look new. I have also noticed when I
put my finger over the port coming from
the separator there is, I think, a strong
vacuum and a small amount of air pressure coming out of the hose from the
separator.
You did mention compression rings. I
can’t find what the spec is (psi). Any help
is greatly appreciated.
Thanks, —Roger Fortney
Roger,
Another option here for a temporary fix is to leave the hose from the
separator loose (vent it to the ground)
and to plug up the PCV valve. Then
drive it and see if it continues to smoke.
Smoking at idle and taking off is
a tell tale sign of bad valve guides. I
don’t think this is the problem, but try
disconnecting the valve.   In the end,
it’s probably the rings. You can check
for compression and you can expect to
find a consistent compression + or - 10
percent. I have no “real” or “proper”
figures, as the compression indicated
is a function of the gauge, the speed of
the engine, the heat of the engine, and
the valve lash.
Hi John,
I have a ’67 MGB/GT with overdrive.
Ever since I bought the car a few years
back, the shifting has been less than stellar, especially going up and down from
and to second gear (nothing unusual
there).
Recently, I discovered the clutch
master cylinder was leaking, so I replaced
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it. At the same time, I replaced the line
running from master to slave cylinder,
and, for good measure, replaced the slave
cylinder. This improved clutch operation
and shifting considerably – until the other
day – when my son went to drive it and
couldn’t engage any forward gears.
Even though the clutch pedal feels
solid when depressed, the gears still grind
when I try to engage them, as if the clutch
itself were still engaged. I went under the
car and watched as my son worked the
clutch pedal, and the slave cylinder appeared to be moving the release arm fine.
I’m fairly certain the previous owner
worked on the clutch himself, which makes
me think this could be a source of the
problem (he did some front-end work, and
put the hubs back on the wrong sides. I
didn’t notice this, and had a wheel come
off. No major damage or injuries, thank
goodness).
If the hydraulics appear to be working
fine, is it likely that something has gone
amiss with the clutch assembly?
Thanks very much for your time,
—Kendall Robinson
Kendall!
A failure to disengage the clutch
can be caused by faulty hydraulics (the
usual case) or by a failure of the clutch
disc. If, when you examine the clutch
slave cylinder, you find a movement of
3/8” or more of the pushrod, then the
hydraulics are doing their job.
The clutch disc can disassemble,
leaving little pieces of fabric stuck
between the pressure plate and disc, or
between the flywheel and disc. Usually, you can free these pieces by starting the car in gear, clutch depressed.
But, it appears as though you’ll
have to R&R the engine to change that
clutch. And, this is a perfect time to
sort out the second gear synchronizer!
John,
I hope you can answer this question; I
would greatly appreciate your help. I have
not had any luck finding any information
after scouring the internet. What might
be causing my tachometer from not re-
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sponding at all after I start the engine until I rev the engine several times? It will not
change from zero even after the engine
warms up until the engine is rev’ed.
Thanks for your help — Mike Baxter
Mike,
Something like a quarter to a third
of all later MGBs now suffer with this
delay. It actually isn’t a delay, but a
sticky needle. If you rap your knuckle
on the face of the instrument, the
needle will pop right up. You can have
the instrument repaired by Nisonger
Instruments, Mamaroneck, N.Y., for
$100+ or suffer the condition.
John,
I really enjoy reading your web page.
I hope that I can get up to Ada some day.
Can you tell me what the voltage reading
to ground would be coming off the voltage
stabilizer to the fuel gauge? I am trouble
shooting a fuel gauge that suddenly quit
working. Thanks —Don Lugar
Don,
The most common fault with the
fuel gauge is the sending unit. Either
the float is saturated and has sunk, or
the resistance wiring has fractured.
If your electric temp gauge continues
to work then the sending unit is most
certainly the problem.
The voltage stabilizer does not provide a constant source of voltage, but
acts like a turn signal. You can watch
it work by taking your 12v test light,
grounding one end, and connecting
the other end to the GREEN/BLUE wire
that attaches to the temp sending unit.
Turn the key ON, the test light
will glow and after about 20 seconds
will begin a slow pulsing – ON OFF
ON OFF. The stabilizer gives bursts of
battery voltage. The higher the voltage in the circuit (close to 14) the fewer
the bursts, the lower the voltage (close
to 12), the more frequent the bursts
– hence a “stabilization” of voltage
over time.
The new stabilizers are flawed,
the last I knew. Moss had pulled them
from inventory, although other firms
continue to sell them. I’m sure something will be on the market soon. Of
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course, as with any other device on the
MG, you can open the stabilizer, clean
the points, and adjust the tension on
the bi-metal strip.
John,
I have two basic problems. I purchased a 1974½ MGB/GT which is all
original. It was not running too well, but
was running. I decided after trying to tune
it that I would have to have a valve job
done. Of course, I took off all the emission
controls in the process. Since all the original hoses were cracked and split, I decided
to leave them off for the time being. I left
the anti run-on valve on however.
I got my head back and installed it
then adjusted the valve tappet clearances
and put the HIF4s back on. I started the
engine and after about 30 seconds, it shut
off from what seems to be for lack of fuel.
I’ve tried everything I can and it still shuts
off. Hopefully, you have the answer.
Problem number two is the warning horn goes off under the dash. I think
it may be the seatbelt alarm. How do I
jumper this out? —Gil Dupre
Gil,

The seatbelt warning buzzer is the
easier of these two problems. Remove
the column covers, and pull the purplish wire from the exposed spade terminal on the side or bottom of the key
switch. Now the buzzer will be silent.
The smog system is composed of
the air pump, the injector rail, and the
gulp valve. Block the injector holes
with 7/16-20 Allen set screws (it looks
good like that). Remove the gulp valve
and bracket. Remove the 90-degree
fitting in the center of the intake manifold then tap that ¼-inch NPT and fit
an Allen pipe plug. That will make it
look finished and won’t leak air.
The ELC or Evaporative Loss Control system is helpful to keep in place.
I believe this may also be the source of
your problems.
Let’s use the charcoal canister as
the starting point. There are three
lines at the top of the canister. One
loops to a steel line that goes back
to the gas tank. Make sure the line
is free into the tank. Blow through it
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and you should feel air/fuel escaping
through the filler neck. One runs over
to the HIF carbs, to the float bowls.
Make sure that line is clear. One fits to
the valve cover. Make sure that line is
not cracked.
During engine operation, fresh
air enters the tube below the anti runon valve, travels through that valve
and into the bottom of the canister. It
is drawn out of the canister and into
the engine, then out of the engine and
into the carburetors (from the front
tappet inspection cover hose).
In this way, the charcoal within
the canister is continually being
washed with fresh air and the unburned hydrocarbons (gasoline) are
purged from the charcoal. If the
canister plugs up then the engine
places a vacuum in the gasoline tank
and in the float bowls and the car will
quit running. That’s just what the anti
run-on valve does when you turn the
key off.
The anti run-on valve is HOT
when the key is off and is grounded
only when there’s oil pressure – that’s
in those two to ten seconds after you
turn the car off. So the valve only
works for a couple of seconds. You can
hear is CLICK off after you’ve turned
the key off and the engine quits running.
When the valve operates, it blocks
the free flow of air and the canister
begins to evacuate. Further, by the
valve’s operation, manifold vacuum is
routed to the canister which creates a
tremendous depression. That vacuum
is transferred over to the carbs, on top
of the gasoline in the float bowl.
Now the vacuum created inside
the carb at the jet is not enough to
draw gasoline from the float bowl and
the engine stops dead.
I suspect this may be occurring
to your car right now from incorrectly
connected hoses or a plugged canister.
Hello John,
I’ve had an apparent change in the
operating temperature range of my 1980
MGB LE and just wanted to run the inquiry
past you. About a month ago while on a
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Tech Talk
short drive I noticed that my temperature
gauge began to fluctuate wildly, never
going to HOT but dropping just above the
COLD end of the gauge, then rising.
As I was close to the regular coolant
change I not only performed that, but of
course replaced the thermostat. The gauge
then went much higher than usual, but
stayed at a uniform place about 3/8”’ to
the right of the midway point.
What did change was that the twin
cooling fans were now coming on earlier
than in the past and running much longer,
basically operating throughout most of
any drive.
A longtime friend who owns a local
auto shop and is well familiar with MGs
said that after my explanation wondered if
the original thermostat (3 years old) might
not have been malfunctioning in the first
place, as the small but fluctuating gauge
range didn’t sound right, saying that it
should stay in and around the same spot
after reaching operating temperature.
By the way, John, I also replaced the
radiator and engine temperature sending
units as I had spares, with the thermostat
packaged as a 180-degree unit.
In short, my question is: On a 1980
LE, providing the gauge is good, should
the needle run just a touch to the right of
the gauge center with little movement up
and is substantially longer run time of the
twin fans normal?
Thanks so much for your time and
the continuing help and support to the
members of the NAMGBR.
Sincerely — Steve Bloom, Olympia, Wash.
Dear Steve,
The fluctuating and the higher
temp may be caused by two things
(which is about all I can think of so
early this morning).
If the original thermostat was
opening and closing, then the indicated temperature would rise and fall.
Thermostats usually don’t open and
close with such regularity, but I have
seen it happen.
More likely there is a problem with
the voltage stabilizer, sending an erratic voltage to the gauge on the dash;
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but since that problem has not occurred since you changed the thermostat, it must have been the thermostat
after all.
If the timing in the engine is not
correct, then the engine will produce
a lot more heat. Double check with
a dial back timing light and set the
timing at 32-BTDC at about 4000 rpm,
vacuum disconnected.
John,
I haven’t written before, but I ran into
a sudden stalling condition that I thought
would be helpful to your readers. Perhaps
you already know about it though.
The problem is that the engine stops
dead with no indication anything is wrong.
When checking I have no fuel at the
filter input in engine compartment. The
pump runs constantly, but doesn’t sound
normal.  Air pulsations are present when
the fuel line is removed from the filter in
the engine compartment. I suspect the
fuel pump does work and the lack of fuel is
some other problem.
In the process of removing fuel lines,
I discovered the input fuel fitting was very
loose. I tightened the fitting while pump
was still in the car and replaced the fuel
line. I tried and the engine started and ran
fine.
Both input and output fittings are
of right angle design rather than in-line
as they should be. The right angle design
puts a rotational load on the fitting’s screw
thread when the line is connected. With
normal vibration, and over time, the fitting
can loosen and the pump sucks air.
This repair can be made in a few
minutes at no cost if you are aware of the
condition. I chose to replace all the fuel
lines under the car, so it took a little while
longer.
I hope this may also solve a hot idle
condition that has eluded me for some
time which occurs when the ambient temperature is extremely hot and the car has
been driven for some time in slow city traffic, the idle speed drops to about 200 rpm
and it runs very rough. If the engine dies
or is shut off, dieseling occurred. Normal
idle is restored when the engine temperature is lowered, usually by driving at faster
speeds. The engine does not appear to
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be overheated. Temperature gauge is in
normal zone, no smells and the fans cycle
normally. What do you think?   
Best regards — Wes Roswold, Elgin, Ill.
Wes,
The fuel pump would rather try to
move air than fuel. Any leak results
in the pump chattering and blowing
bubbles!
Your engine sounds like it’s too
rich. You can lean it out easily with
the Stromberg tool. Do you still have
an air pump fitted (Cook County)?
They always run better without the
smog pump. However, the dieseling
is caused by a leak in the evaporative loss control system. Check all the
hoses.
Hi John,
What is your stand on the larger bore
MGB engines? I’m considering this on my
next rebuild coming up soon. Many thanks
— Kevin Cobley
Kevin,
Power = torque x RPM. The torque
is expensive; the rpm is your foot on
the throttle.
You can increase torque by increasing displacement. The cylinder
walls will hold at 0.160 over (that’s
the standard Lotus piston). Another
CRITICAL factor is the condition of
the cylinder head. Get Sean Brown to
port, flow, and polish the head for you.
Those two factors should increase your
HP to the rear wheels from something
around 60 to as much as 75.
Call me during tech time, or come
to our next “Tuning for Speed” class
(see the info at www.eclecticmotorworks.com).
John,
It is nice to see you have a batch of
young mechanics in the shop. That Trevor
kid needs a hair cut though. It must be
hell to keep clean when your head is down
in side the engine bay of an MG.
Now my question, do you see a problem if I leave out the pressure switch on
the dual pressure valve distribution block?
Just put a short bolt in instead?  The “push
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to test” switch on the dash has failed and
is useless at best. I am upgrading the
braking system on a resurrected ’65 B and
plan to use the newer master cylinder. I am
grafting on the front end from a ’71 and it
has the mounting hole for the distribution
block on the left fender, so it will be easy
to install the newer system. Thanks, John
— Geoff Kimler
Geoff!
A short bolt, 3/8-24 x 1/2”, will
be just fine. The shuttle valve will not
leak – proper switch in or out – as there
are O rings on the piston within. Yet,
to prevent any failure, that bolt will do
the trick.
John,
I have a 1970 MGB and would like to
upgrade it to overdrive. The mechanic I
use recommends I find a complete transmission with the overdrive unit to replace
my original transmission. Is this necessary? Can I just purchase an overdrive
gearbox and have it installed on my existing transmission? Your thoughts would be
appreciated.
Thanks — Larry Hicks, Bristol, RI
Larry,
While the main box of the standard, and the overdrive gearbox, use
the same components, the length of
the mainshaft is considerably different. It is impossible to just “fit” an
overdrive to the back of a standard
gearbox. You need the whole unit.
Reminder: John Twist will be pleased
to answer your technical query by phone.
The technical hour is 1-2 p.m. EST, Monday through Friday. (616) 682-0800 or
you can e-mail him at johntwist@universitymotorsltd.com.

Jim Perell’s 1967 MGB
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Using Your MGB/GT
. . . as a Daily Driver

Lisa Buchanan’s 1967 MGB/GT Special as found. Hopefully Robert’s isn’t as rough...

By Bob Muenchausen
(This article came about because I’m
buying a MGB/GT that I’m going to fix up
to use as a daily driver. I contacted Bob
knowing that he’s been using his in this
capacity – in Idaho no less – for a long
time. He gave me some great advice and
I thought I would share it with everyone
– Ed.)

A

s for using a GT as a daily driver,
I (who am in no way prejudiced –ha!) own a 68 GT) think
it is not a bad choice; but perhaps
in today’s world, and with our current expectations, it could be a little
disappointing. I don’t say that to
discourage you, but after 18+ years of
living with my own, restored as a daily
driver/commuter car and not a show
car, I can tell you that it definitely do
the job, just not always in a way some
might expect.
Two things I would encourage you
to consider, since you live in St Louis (I
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know the area a little, I have friends
there) are (1) thinking about installing
A/C and (2) making sure your heater
and cooling system work well. Yours is
a more humid area than where I live
and I can only imagine (having been
in St. Louis in summer) that the heat
and humidity might make you long for
A/C while stuck in traffic some days.
Ventilation in my 68 is ok at highway
speeds, but sucks on surface streets or
at stoplights. The later models with
face level vents are a bit better and
also a bit more adaptable to A/C.
In the winter, especially if it gets
particularly frosty, a damn good
heater is a must, just to keep the frost
generated by your own breath from
icing up the inside of the cabin. The
heater fan is more than competent at
defogging and deicing your windshield
IF it gets some heat. The big factor
here is that the cabin volume is so
small that any car of its size will ice
up inside once the outside air temps
get below about 15-20F. This can be
frustrating if you are late for work and
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(like myself) haven’t planned ahead.
You don’t need a heated garage, but
a block or dipstick heater is a good
thing to help get things rolling a bit
quicker. I will say though, that I have
started my GT in about two swings of
the crank in negative 25F unheated,
un-warmed, conditions when my two
other “modern” electronic Fuel Injection cars wouldn’t even fire at all.
I am contemplating installing
(finally!) A/C in my GT as even the
dry heat up here has gotten to be
rather onerous as “global warming”
in the summers inches upwards. This
last summer we had a week of temps
over 115F and many more of well over
100F. This is kind of new for us up
here the northwest as our “hot” temps
have generally be about 10-15 degrees
cooler. Southern Idaho is actually on
the northern edge of the Great Basin
desert, although the Chamber of Commerce would like you to believe that all
of Idaho is a vast pine and fir forested
playland retreat of mountains and
rivers of idyllic proportions. Much of
it is, but it can be as hot stuck here in
Boise traffic as it is in Phoenix. This
means your GT will need a truly well
functioning cooling system, particularly if you also intend to install A/C.
I am looking at some of the modern
small systems such as Vintage Air, etc.
and will be happy to share with you
what I find.
Otherwise, a GT can be a stout,
reliable workhorse, although of smaller
proportions. I have been able to stuff
all sorts of things into mine; it has
taken me on many long distance trips,
handled urban traffic as well as any
more modern car, and surprised a
great many onlookers at its practicality when they were expecting it to be
more of a toy. One big factor in its
favor is its simplicity which makes its
maintenance easy (as you already
know) and sometimes more reliable
than many more complicated modern
vehicles, plus it can keep up with modern traffic pretty easily. I still get my
doors blown off by Neons and Civics,
but I also still find myself exceeding
the speed limits and the pace of most
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of the other cars around me on the
street and the freeway. The MGB/GT is
still capable and (I consider it) safe on
the road.
As for snow storms – I have
navigated quite a few over the years
here, and to me, the big factors for
handling those are a good (perhaps
upgraded) electrical system with a
higher output alternator (if yours
needs one) and some decent studded
snow tires on all four corners. A rear
window defogger is a must as well. The
only real problem at times for me has
been when snow accumulates over several days (weeks) and its road height
(especially in residential areas) gets
to be deeper than the clearance of the
undercarriage. It is not bad if the snow
is fresh, but it can tear your muffler off
or otherwise damage stuff once it turns
to ice. However, it has always handled
admirably on ice and snow as long as I
kept my foot out of the accelerator. Of
course, you can have a barrel of fun
in a big parking lot if you’d rather get
on it.
In short, I think it is a good choice
for an older sports car as a daily driver.
Snug, competent, reliable, with a bit
of practicality thrown in, and with a
few modern updates like a wiper delay,
cruise control, etc, you won’t miss
much of what any current car has to
offer. Yes, a recent car will probably
do all of these things better and faster
(hell, they should have improved in
almost 40 years!), but where else can
you have the fun of driving something
unique and satisfying that flies in
the face of all your neighbor’s usual
assumptions? That is why I chose to
make it my daily driver and why I still
enjoy it today.
I hope that was of some help to
you as think about giving up your Nissan (I currently own a 2004 Nissan Sentra
SE-R Spec-V – Ed.). I like Nissans too
(I’ve had two of them back when they
were Datsuns – a 1600 roadster and a
tarted up 1971 510 coupe) and enjoyed
them immensely as well. They are very
good, usually, at what they do, but not
quite an MGB/GT.
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Product Review

Caster Correction Shims

Caster shims for the front suspension may provide you with a more pleasurable ride.

By Alan Tucker
MGs of Baltimore
In an effort to further enhance
the driving pleasure of our cars, many
products have been developed through
the years. One in particular has impressed me enough to write this article
and carry the product through my
shop: Caster Correction Shims.
When the front suspension for the
MGB was developed from the MGA
design, little changed in the way of the
front-end’s steering geometry. The 7½
degrees of caster needed to self-center
the steering when using bias ply tires
remained unchanged on the MGB production line. The slip angle of modern
radial tires is considerably less than
bias ply and generally requires only
about 2½ degrees caster for the steering to self-center.
Large steering wheels and skinny
tires tended to hide the heavy steering
that we experienced. With the availability of wider wheels and tires, this
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problem is even more obvious. The
harder you turn into a turn, the more
effort required. Reducing the caster to
“modern” specs reduces the steering
effort considerably.
Most MGBs with 5” or 5½” wheels
are running 185/70 R14 tires. Not only
are they the perfect size for the MGB,
but they are readily available and
reasonably priced. The addition of the
caster correction shims will make these
cars feel like you’ve added power steering (well, sort of)!
This idea is certainly not new. Ken
Costello designed a similar product
for the V8 cars he was turning out
years ago. Now the design has finally
been updated and made affordable by
Targett Motorsports. The new shims
are made of reinforced nylon and
offer positive location when fitted.
They are inserted between the body
and the front crossmember (subframe)
mounting pads. This in effect tilts the
entire subframe to reduce caster by approximately 5 degrees. Installation is
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straight forward and takes an experienced mechanic just over an hour
to fit. (The only real challenge being
that the steering rack will need to be
shimmed where it bolts onto the subframe with a washer or two to prevent
binding. These washers are included in
the kit and comes with clear instructions on how to install them.)
The results are amazing! I have
fitted four sets (including my own
MGB/GT) and sold about 12 others.
Absolutely everyone has been impressed with the reduction in steering
efforts. One autocrosser even recommends I offer a kit that includes a 14inch steering wheel!
I sell these shims to my local club
members at $45 a set. I will extend this
offer to NAMGBR members for the next
30 days (plus $3.50 for shipping for
pre-paid orders). Currently these kits
are only available from a handful of
distributors – plus they’re made in the
USA.
If you would like to purchase a
set or want more information, contact
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me at tuckstips@superpa.net or (717)
632-1778.

From www.procarcare.com:

Caster angle is the number of degrees
that a line, drawn through the center of
the upper and lower ball joints (or strut
and lower ball joint) and viewed from the
side, can be tilted forward or backward.
Positive caster means that the top of the
upper ball joint (or strut) is tilted toward
the rear of the vehicle, and negative caster
means that it is tilted toward the front.
A vehicle with a slightly positive caster
setting will have its lower ball joint pivot
slightly ahead of the tire’s center. This will
assist the directional stability of the vehicle
by causing a drag at the bottom center of
the wheel when it turns, thereby resisting
the turn and tending to hold the wheel
steady in whatever direction the vehicle is
pointed. A vehicle with too much (positive)
caster will be hard to steer and shimmy
at low speeds. A vehicle with insufficient
(negative) caster may tend to be unstable
at high speeds and may respond erratically when the brakes are applied.
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Registrars of the NAMGBR

MG News
MG Enthusiasts Support
Gatlinburg Boys & Girls Club Chapter

MG Vintage Racers News

The MG Vintage Racers have
changed their “Focus Event” for
2007 to VSCDA’s (Vintage Sport Car
Driver’s Association) vintage race
weekend at the Mid-Ohio racetrack in
Lexington, Ohio on October 12-14.
MGVR designates one vintage race
event annually as their Focus
Event where all MG racers are encouraged to attend and compete. Focus
events have been held at various race
tracks and with various vintage race
organizations over the past 12 years
with very successful results!  
At it all-MG races are added by the
sanctioning body to their regular race
groups. Plus MGVR complements the
weekend with some of their own special MG awards and activities.  Around
100 racing MGs – ranging from
Pre-War MGs to MGBs – from all over
North America are expected to compete – MG “Safety Fast!” at speed! All
MG racers and enthusiasts are encouraged to attend this special weekend of
vintage racing and MG camaraderie!
Car clubs within traveling distance of this event consider adding it
to your activities calendar for 2007 – it
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MGB Registrar
MGB Limited Edition Registrar
1967 MGB/GT Special Registrar

Nanjing Produces New MG Engines
Photos provided by Nanjing automotive group

The Seymour Herald reports that
the North American Council of MG
Registers donated a check for $2,000
from money raised by their MG 2006
International convention held in
Gatlinburg last June.
Council Executive Director Rick
Ingram said that the car enthusiasts
select a worthy organization to support
through their host city. The council
learned of the building fund being
raised for the local Gatlinburg chapter
and felt that a contribution from part
of the proceeds would be an investment in all our futures.
Thanks to all the owners of the
1,100 cars that took part in the convention for helping make this contribution possible.

will be a unique opportunity! For more
information, contact Chris Meyers at
(860) 490-5950 or cvair1@comcast.net
or www.MGVR.org.

Nanjing Automotive Group (NAG) engines.
Nanjing Automotive Group produced its first NV6 engine based on the
old KV6 design made by Powertrain/
MG Rover. The engine will produce the
same 190 horsepower as the previous
engine, but is said to be redesigned to
remove previous faults and will meet
stringent new EU-IV emissions standards.
NAG reports that over the new
engines have withstood a very harsh
200-hour and 500-hour load change
function tests.
Production of this engine was one
of the big huddles to resuming production and the start of their new business
plans which currently include production in China, the UK, and the US.

Marcham Rhoade
P.O. Box 8645, Goleta, CA 93117
(805) 683-2906
kensca@cox.net

Midget Registrar

D Zimmerman
811 S. DePeyster St., Kent, OH 44240
(330) 678-9394
mg-rootes@sbcglobal.net

MGB V8 Registrar
Modified Registrar

Dan Masters
P.O. Box 6430
Maryville, TN 37802
(865)982-9373
DANMAS@aol.com

Pull-Handle MGB Registrar

Bill Barge
930 N. 350 E., Angola, IN 46703
(260) 665-6476
brgmgb@aol.com
Scott Williams
501 N.E. Emmett St.
Topeka, KS 66616
(785) 234-8101
mg1100@oldertech.com

100,000 Mile Registrar
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Bill Hawkins
2301 Kendricks Court
Raleigh, NC 27613
(919) 676-8888
wlhawkins@yahoo.com

Hammer & Tongs Registrar
Phil Smith
1806 Hazard St.
Houston, TX 77019
phillip.smith@bcm.tmc.edu

1974½ MGB Registrar

Steve Harding
1913D Darby Rd.
Havertown, PA 19083
(610) 446-2073
mgbgt1@hotmail.com

MG 1100/1300 Registrar

NAG gearing up for US, China, UK production.

Original Owner Registrar

Jai Deagan
11825 Columbia Highway
Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
JDeagan@aol.com
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The Marque of Friendship
1929-1936
North American MMM Register

Box 727 • St. Helena, CA 94574
707 / 963-2313

1935-1955 Pre-War • T-Series • Y Type
The New England MG ‘T’ Register
PO Box 1957 • Cary, NC 27512
704 / 544-1253

1956-1962 MGA • ZA • ZB
The North American MGA Register

7522 S.E. 152nd • Portland, OR 97236
namgar_registrar@msn.com

1963-1980 MGB • Midget • 1100/1300
The North American MGB Register

P.O. Box55 • Whittington, IL 62897
800 / NAMGBR-1

1968-1969 MGC
American MGC Register

2809 Copter Rd. • Pensacola, FL 32514
850 / 478-3171
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Our Valued Supporters

Our Valued Supporters

Our Valued Supporters

Our Valued Supporters

Sell • Seek • Swap!

The Marketplace of the North American MGB Register

Ads in this section are FREE to individual MGB Register members in good standing — please, no
business or commercial ads. Send ad copy with name, address, phone number and membership
number to 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109. Ads only accepted in writing. Business
or other ads by arrangement with Pete Cosmides, Advertising Coordinator (see inside front
cover.) Ads will be run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains the right to refuse any
ad it deems unacceptable. The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.

CARS FOR SALE

Our Valued Supporters

1966 MGB/GT – Red/black; overdrive, 3-

main bearing engine, new Minilite wheels,
new tires, Moto-Lita steering wheel; runs
and looks great, just too many MGs to take
care of…. Asking $9500; Don Holle, (505)
281-7460 NM

Selling or Buying a MG? Why not take

advantage of NAMGBR’s Buy/Sell/Trade
Classifieds on our website at www.NAMGBR.
org/classified? There are lots of ads for all
kinds of MGs and parts. It’s a great way to
find or sell that hard to find part or that next
project.

1967 MGB – Mineral Blue/black; wire

wheels, new top, new tires; very nice condition. Asking $4800; Dennis Porter, (573) 4491174 or denporter@peoplepc.com MO

1976 MGB – White, no rust, only 26k miles;

always been garaged; this car will be a prize
winner with some TLC. $2750; Cole La Master (219) 879-8882 or lamasterc@aol.com;
car located in Michigan City, IN

1968 MGB – BRG, tan leather, rust free, 31k

on rebuilt balanced engine, overdrive, Minilites, Moto-lita, much more. I have owned
this beautiful, well-sorted car since 1983, it
needs nothing. $12,500; Lee Cohee, (850)
878-5927 or vancoh@comcast.net FL

1967 MGB/GT Special — BRG/Biscuit; 15”

wire wheels, great condition and well maintained. Always garaged; $7700; Allen Lee
(217) 382-5570; plu637@otecom.net IL

WANTED
1969 MGB – wants 69 MGB convertible with
wire wheels – prefers red with overdrive.
Car should be in excellent or better condition. Vancouver, BC. Pete McDougall at
konyntjes@uniserve.com

1971-1974 MGB – looking for a very good

condition MGB convertible; preferences
include BRG, O/D. Indianapolis, IN; Hugh
Sutherland at hsutherland@indy.rr.com
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PARTS FOR SALE
Transmissions – 1 overdrive, 1 non-o/d; fly-

wheel, driveline, manifolds, shocks, catalytic
converter, air cleaners, side clearance lights
– all from 1979 MGB; reasonable prices. William Lane, (209) 962-4355 CA

Multiple carbs, body parts, generators, starters, manifolds, distributors, Rostyle wheels,
and other parts available; free shipping;
contact Ken Brasfield at (540) 885-1757 or
kbrasfield@hughes.net VA

SERVICES OFFERED
MG Service and Restoration!

Drive, tow, or ship your MG to University
Motors for high quality service or repairs. We
can attend to your entire MG or just a single
component. Our MGB Complete Lubrication
costs $475. Our brilliantly clean and polished
MGB HS carbs are $575; MGB HIF carbs are
$655.
We can attend to your soft top, your chrome,
your engine, or your brakes. I bought my first
MG in 1968, and I’ve been working on MGs
since! John Twist (#0-101), University Motors
Ltd, 6490 Fulton Street East, Ada, MI 49301;
PH: 616 682 0800 or www.UniversityMotorsLtd.com
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Where 2 ‘B
Forthcoming Events of Interest to MG Drivers

Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages
local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to MGB Driver. Information must include date,
location, and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance to the MGB
Driver Editor, 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109 or email mgslime@swbell.net

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2006
◊ March 1-4 – BMTA Conference, Dallas, TX• (972) 243-0440 • www.britcar.org
◊ March 24 – British Car Day, New Orleans, LA • (504) 722-5777 • www.bmcno.org
◊ March 24-25 – 11th Missouri Endurance Rally & Mini Endurance Trial, St Louis, MO
• (314) 995-8664 • mgslime@swbell.net

◊ June 17 – British Car Day, Sussex, WI • (262) 521-1072 • johnstockinger@earthlink.net.
◊ June 22-24 – MG Vintage Racers Focus Race • Mosport, ON • www.mgvr.org
◊ July 7-8 – Mad Dogs & Englishmen Car Show, Hickory Corners, MI • (269) 344-5555
• www.Maddogsandenglishmen.org

◊ July 16-20 – MG

2007 – Sonoma, CA • (408) 923-3927 • mgmogul@earthlink.net

• www.mg2007.org

◊ July 21 – MG/Mini Polo Match and Show, New Hope, PA • (908) 996-3321

◊ April 20-21 – Brits on the Bay, Pensacola, FL • tschmitz@datasync.com

• www.tinicumpolo.org

◊ April 22 – British & European Car Show, Williamsburg, VA • (757) 565-4668 • dew311@cox.net

◊ July 22 – Michiana Brits Tea at the Vicarage, South Bend, IN • www.michianabrits.com

◊ April 29 – British Car Swap Meet, Independence, MO • bayoung@dstoutput.com

◊ July 23-27 – GT32 NAMGAR Event, Whistler, BC • www.GT32.com

◊ May 5 – Moss Motor’s Britfest 2007, Succasunna, NJ • (201) 796-8648 • c.tregidgo@att.net

◊ Aug 2-5 – MGs in Bennington, Bennington, VT • (860) 267-1432 • mgadavid@yahoo.com

◊ May 11-13 – British Car Show, Townsend, TN • (865) 599-4305 • spridget@charter.net

◊ Aug 4 – 23rd British Car Day, Dayton, OH • (937) 293-2819 • bcd2007info@aol.com

◊ May 18-20 – North Meets South, Mission County, CA • (805) 929-0087

◊ Aug 4 – British Car Day, Schwenksville, PA • 610-831-1531 • CarShow@DVCMG.com

• torocasakb@msn.com

◊ May 19 – British Motor Day, Rome, GA• (770) 804-9380 • peachtreemg@bellsouth.net

◊ Aug 9-10 – Grand Lake Tour Endurance Rally, Grand Rapids, MI • mowog1@aol.com
◊ Aug 9-12 – University Motors Summer Party, Grand Rapids, MI •

◊ May 19 – 7th Cecil Kimber Run, Clinton, NJ • (908) 713-6251

• www.universtiymotorsltd.com

◊ May 26 – June 3 – British Car Week – EVERYWHERE! www.britishcarweek.org

◊ Aug 10-12 – British Marque Triathlon, Pocono Manor, PA • (908) 713-6251

◊ June 2 – Brits on the Bay, Norfolk, VA • (757) 482-2577 • jonesmp@prodigy.net

◊ Aug 11 – All British Car Show, Rogers, MN • chartbus@comcast.net

◊ June 3 – The British Return to Fort Meigs, Perrysburg, OH • (419) 878-2041

◊ Sept 1-2 – All British Car Show, Kansas City, MO • (816) 942-8099

• http://lakeeriebritishnews.home.att.net

• bkyoung@planetkc.com

◊ June 3 – British Car Day, Adamstown, MD • (301) 831-5300 • tokarj@erols.com
◊ June 3 – Red Mill British Car Day, Clinton, NJ • (908) 713-6251

◊ Sept 21-23 – Canadian British Classic Charity Run, Cambridge, ON • www.cbccr.org
◊ Sept 29 – 28th Annual MGs on the Rocks, Rocks State Park, MD • (410) 817-6862

◊ June 8-10 – Open Roads British Show, Lake Tahoe, NV • www.GoldenGateHealeys.com

• rgl2mgbgt@aol.com

◊ June 10 – Michiana Brits Annual British Car Day, South Bend, IN • www.michianabrits.com

◊ Oct 6 – Fall Out 2007, Winona Lake, IN • (574) 551-1133 • nilbmc@kconline.com

◊ June 10 – British Motorcar Gathering, Hellertown, PA • (610) 847-5988

◊ Oct 6 – British Festival, New Hope, PA • (908) 996-3321 • www.tinicumpolo.org

• www.keystonemg.com

◊ Oct 12-14 – MG Vintage Racers 2007 Focus Event, Mid-Ohio Raceway, OH;

◊ June 10 – Michiana Brits Annual British Car Day, South Bend, IN

• MGracer53@aol.com

• www.michianabrits.com
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The front cover
shows one of
many houses
of worship on
Prince Edward
Island, Canada.
But don’t forget
the worship of
the great outdoors. Spring is
just around the
corner and time
to get ready for
another great
year of driving!
NORTH AMERICAN MGB REGISTER
P.O. BOX 55
Whittington, IL 62897-0055

